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FEBRUARY

THEY COME HIGH
men," she said, "and in constant fear
Feb.
of losing our jobs."
Max S.
New
York,
I
As she told of many cases of sufFrifenhagen, in a report to the board
of estimate on the cost of maintaining
fering the president's race showed his
the Ludlow street jail the home of
sympathetic interest
IN
"It is not a democracy when only
the "Alimony club" declares it would
half have something to say," contended
be cheaper tor New York county to
Miss Mellnda Scott of New Jersey,
pay the almiony which the prisoners
confined in the jail refuse to pay, alrepresenting the cap maKers' iinicn.
"We will be glad if you will mention
low them their liberty and close the
our cause in your- next message."
building, than to continue the present
The last speaker was Miss Rose THE GOVERNMENT HAVING BEEN rate of expenditures. The sheriffs
THE WORKERS FARE NO BETTER
Winslow of Pennsylvania, representing
report shows that it costs about $8.50
THAN DID MORE ARISTOROUTED, CONQUERERS DISi:
the- textile workers'.
a
,
day to house and feed each prisoner.
CRATIC SISTERS
PUTE AMONG SELVES
"You are entirely too fair and InLudlow street Jail has been given over
almost entirely to the incarceration
telligent," she said, "not to know
what is going on in the world. In WHOLE
TOWN
IS BURNING of men delinquent in their payment
ask
of alimony.
many cases, with the working women,
it is either the sanitarium tor tuber
URGE MR. WILSON TO WORK FOR cutosls or the streets.
I don't have GONAIVES IS SET AFIRE BY THE
DEFENDANT SKIPS OUT
to make speeches to you, as we are
CONFLICTING REVOLUTIONEQUAL SUFFRAGE AIM EN DHoughton, Mich., Feb. 2. When the
too close."
WENT IN FUTURE
ARY ARMIES
case of the sis deputy sheriffs charged
The president smiled as Miss Wins
with second degree murder of two
low, who stood close to him, dropped
coppr miners at Zeberville
striking'
IT her voice to a conversational tone ASK MARINES' W1TEHAWAL
EE
CAN'T 03
SAYS
last August, was called In the circuit
and continued: her' talk.
court this afternoon, Thomas J. Ra
Mrs, Evans referred, In closing, to
PARTY
AND
HE REPRESENTS HIS
THE PRESENCE OF GERMAN AND leigh, One of the defendants, failed to
the fact that she had visited Mr. Wil
appear and his bond of $ 5,000 was deMUST WAIT FOR If TO .
AMERICAN FORCES IN CAPson av Sea'Qirt when he was a can
clared forfeited.
ITAL IS RESENTED
, TAKE ACTION
didate for president and claimed to
John A. Mann and F. W. Denton
have gotten some encouragement for
are the bondsmen. The whereabouts
Washington,' Feb. 2. President Wil- the cause of suffrage.
Port Au Prince, Feb. 2. Sharp of Raleigh, who was an employe of the
son gave no encouragement today to
"Why, we worked owr finger nails fighting has occurred at Gonaives be- Waddell-Mahocorporation of New
a delegation of 300 working women off to get you elected," said Mrs. tween the followers of the two rival York, are not known to his attorneys.
who marched on the White House Evans. "I thought from what you revolutionary leaders, Senator Davill-- The trial of the other five deputies
with a brass band and flying colors said that you were in favor of our maf Theodore and General Oreste proceeded.
,.
.to ask hisi support for a constitutional cause. You were gunning for votes Zamora, formerly government deleamendment
enfranchising women. then."
gate at Haitien.
"I was much freer to express my
Twenty-fiv- e
of the women were reMeager details were obtainable to- ANXIOUS TO GET
ceived by the president and five, In opinion then than I am now," smiled day concerning the battle. These
Bhort speeches, participated In the ar- the president.
came from the crews of Haitien naval
gument
vessels, which were rying at anchor
ORIENT CHEAPLY
The president reiterated that as a
in the roadstead of Gonaives, but
leader of the democratic party he
THE WRONG MAN which left as soon as the firing startwas limited only to recommending
ed. Their officers assert that they
those things on which the party had
saw flames rising over a vast area, FINANCIER INTERESTED IN THE
ROAD SAYS IT IS WORTH
IS POLICE THEORY giving 'reason for the belief that the
made up its mind.
ONLY $6,000,000
on
"We don't want you to break with
fire.
set
had
been
city of Gonaives
your party, but we would like you to
The German cniiser Vineta left imKansas City, Feb. 2. Any, amount
KILLED
FLOYD M.
influence them," said Mrs. Glendower ASSASSINS
mediately for Gonaives to investigate. above
$6,000,000 would be an excesINSTEAD
REED
OF JOSEPH
Evans of Boston, after the president
A demand for the withdrawal from
sive
bid
for the assets of the Kansas
RE1LLY
had finished speaking.
the Hatien capital of the German and
Mexico & Orient railroad, ac"It is not a question of breaking
American bluejackets and murines City,
cording to a telegram from a reprePueblo, Colo., Feb. 2. That Joseph was
witn the party," returned the presipresented to the mcmners of the
in
dent. "It is a question of speaking Really, former deputy sheriff and a foreign, diplomatic corps by the citi- sentative of financiers' interested
read
of
the
the
was
man
road,
well
business
known
prospective
here,
for it."
zen committee of public safety.
we Judge John
of
The committee, which was formed at a hearing by,
"Well, why not speak to it," re- marked for assassination instead
rU roe.it
in tb,
was mysteriously after,
of
of
the
president
joined Mrs. Evans, as the women Floyd M, Reed,
the, flight
on
murdered
Charles
St.
the
bridge
the republic, points out that perfect
laughed.. "That's what we want. You
Judge Pollock began a hearing Sathave such tremendous power and can between here and Vineland last Fri tranquility has prevailed for some
into adjust claims against the
of
authorities
the
the
urday
belief
is
day,
work miracles with it."
time in the capital and that, therethe
railroad,
preparatory to making a de
crime.
fur
vestigating
the
for
the
not
continue
no
did
The president
fore, there is
necessity
cree
sale of the assets of the
the
for
had
known
became
today,
Reilly, it
discussion, but expressed a wish to
ther presence of foreign troops. ,
which has been in the
Orient
of
sum
on
road,
collected
a
large
Friday
meet the women who were waiting
hands of receivers since March, 1912.
money in Vineland and was followed
outside.
At Saturday's session of the hearing
The women began assembling for through the town by two desperate STRIKEBREAKERS GO
'
it was suggested that $10,000,000
the mass meeting long before noon. looking men. It was generally known
should be the minimum price asked
to return to Pueblo
Young girls from the mills of New that he expected
TO RADIANT by the road.
BACH
Fe
over
Santa
the
that
afternoon,
the
women
from
England and older
sweat shops of New York were among trail. Reilly drove a white horse
them. One woman from New York hitched to a buggy. Half an hour be- MEN FIRED UPON SATURDAY APsaid she was the mother of two chil-- i fore he started for this city Reed, also
PARENTLY ARE NOT AFRAID
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
OF BULLETS
dren and had been walking the streets driving a white horse hitched to a
buggy, reached the St. Charles bridge,
for work she was unable to obtain.
Mrs. Glendower Evans of Boston where two men had been seen loiterPueblo, Colo., Feb. 2. guarded by .A
Washington, Feb. 2. Senate: Met
called the meeting to order when the ing. It is believed the men, bent on a detachment of militiamen, a special
crowd of women overflowed from the robbery, shot Reed, mistaking him for train bearing about 80 negro strike- at noon.
Judiciary committee voted against
public library steps and down the Reilly and that upon discovering their breakers left the union depot here this
the date of inauguration,
mine
Radiant
changing
for
the
bound
Kreen Into the street, blocking traffic. mistake, fled.
morning,
Fuel company. convening of congress and length of
There were no set speeches, but the
of 1he
The train' was the same that was held the presidential term.
working women told in their own
Glass senatorial case was waiting
way why they want women to vote.
STEAMSHIP RATES TO up and fired upon by a band of 200 consideration,
strikers near Williamsburg Saturday
Promptly at 12:15 o'clock, stepping
House: Met at noon.
briskly to the blaring of a big brass
morning, the engineer being forced
COME FALUNS
Judiciary committee resumed hearto put back to this city.
band, the women began their march
on the White House, banners flutterGeneral Chase detailed a detach- ings on administration trust bills.
Democrats arranged for a caucus
ment of infantry from Trinidad to
ing. Outside the executive offices
MOVE
START
LINES
GERMAN
on
the labor immigration bill for the
women
second
on
its
attempt
the
halted
train
while
column
the
guard the
MENT BY CUTTING STEERAGE
to reach Radiant. At Florence an ex- exclusion of Asiatics.
selected a committee to interview the
FARES $4
tra detachment of 20 troopers and a Passed bill authorizing the secre,:
president.
"But they told us we could not all
machine gun will be taken on board. tary of the interior to sell to Lawton,
to
2.
All
New
Feb.
attempts
York,
Oklahoma, certain public lands for
come In," remarked! Mrs. Evans.
water supply purposes.
Decision Coming Wednesday
"It must be a misunderstanding." heal the breach between the North
n
Passed bill making additional appro
eaid the president, and he sent word German Lloyd and the Hamburg-AmericaTrinidad, Colo,, Feb. 2. The decilines having failed and the pe- sion of Judge A. W. McHendrie in the priation 'of $40,000 for completing apout that he would like to have the
havhabeas corpus proceedings Instituted praiser's stores building at Milwaukee,
delegation come in. They came in, riod covered in their agreement
31,
on
January
Saturday,
one
door
In
expired
and
ing
against the military authorities on be- Wis.
single file, passing
Passed bill authorizing the Missouri,
out another. Some of the women the rate war over the steerage traffic half of four military prisoners, will be
liners may be rendered Wednesday. The proceedings Kansasi and Texas railroad to bridge
declined to shake canda with the on the
be on.
wore instituted by counsel for the the Mississippi at Hannibal, Mo.
president, marching indifferently by, said to
The first move in the war, effective United Mine Workers of America to
Passed bill authorizing the reconrefusing to take his proffered hand.
of
is
todav.
reduction
steerage
the
authorlin
of toll b rid go across the
of
Hie
struction
'lit
test
r;
Walker,
the
door,
exit
the
military
Mary
At
line ties to arrest and detain citizens in Hudson at Troy, N. Y.
male attire, argued with the, women rates by the Hamburg-AmericaAdministration radium bills postthat suffrage was a state issue. She to $25 flat for all classes of vessels, connection with strike disorders.
a utv
poned because of the coming Colorado
was not .permitted to enter with the a. reuuouon or more man
et. 'This ciit probably will be prompt:
and Michigan strike investigations.
Train Reaches Radiant
delegation.
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 2. The special
The pleas of the working women ly met by the other lines. Steamwere phrased eloquently and with a ship men. here think the war is trainlpad of strikebreakers from Puebound to carry all classes of passen- blo reached Itadiatn safely shortly af
touch of pathos and emotion as they
IS
ger fares far below any previous rec- ter noon, according to advices receiv
women
described the hardships of
ord.
ed at the local offices of the Victor- 'workers.
Miss
said.
General
American Fuel company.
and
trembling,"
"Shaking
May Extend Agreement
Chase met the special at Florence and
Margaret Ilichey of the Laundry
2.
Berlin, Feb.
Dispatches from accompanied the party during the reworkers of New York, "we come to
c
announce
several
that
so
mainder of the journey. Conditions PRESIDENT APPOINTS A TALPA
square Hamburg
plead with you. You are
MAN TO TAKE OFFICE AT
steamship lines have made are quiet in Fremont county, it is said.
and on the level and so much a real
SANTA FE
Hamburg-Americato
the
democrat that I appeal to you to wipe overtures
LOCKING
r'Z'ZS
out the injustice that exists. Wo line, suggesting that the conditions
T i - T
n
i
rt U1
h " k
r I' 2 P
Norfolk,
could help every democrat if we had existing under the agreement wnlch
i
0
'
i
se to
f
r
cr
liuf
n
m t
a
in
n
31
down
maintained
he
on
January
the vote."
expired
)
r
D
on
in
mi Od
((111 i !
Miss Mary Scbne'fternmn of New during the month of February.
t
Turn-'
Ihf
'
noiv
J'onro.?.
hid
in
of
shipthis
lit K "i,f
news,
Clin
On
the
receipt
York, rcprosentlns the cap makers,
r t i cr f f i ii i
'
w
f ul it It1
6 poke with emotion of the hardship
ping shares, which at no time had face, and the onh
,' T n
pinioned m the n i v s it m i
been seriously affected by the re- b finding boides
of women In mills and mines.
ViHJ of TaJpa. N. .M.
cifirt
wreck in lo fainoms of water.
"u atifv
"th the spective rate war, rose" vigorously.
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PRAISE FOR WARD
Santa
Feb. 2. Governor McDon- - A
Fe,
OF
ard today expressed himself greatly
pleased with the method and proce
dure adopted by District Attorney
VOULD-D- E
NA
Charles W. G. Ward, of East Las Ve
gas, in disposing of petitions for rduc
Hon in taxes under the new statute
which directs district
attorneys to
bring suit on 'behalf of taxpayer who
deem themselves aggrieved. District
CHARGES
PREFERRED
AGAINST Attorney Ward has submitted- - his PREACHER MAKES SUGGESTIONS
forms to the other district attorneys
HIM BECAUSE OF MONROE
REGARDING IMMIGRATION
of the state with a view of obtaining
DISASTER
REQUIREMENTS
the adoption of a uuiorm procedure.

CAPTAIN

THE

NEW

1IIMET IS

FOR

cmzEHS'

ARRESTED

ACCUSED

CF

"PIEBOOK"

KEGLI2EKCE

13 FOUND
N. . Y., Feb. 2. The

Albany,

.

ALL NATIONS,
P03.
REQUIRE- TO BE LET IN
;

THESE

;

PREPARES

TO

WITH THE LITERACY TEST CLAUSE

NORFOLK

OLD JUDGE KILLED
Gadsden, Ala., Feb. 2. Judge Thom-

Washington, Feb. 2. Presddont Wilregards it as universally agreed
that there should be some restrictions
to prevent what is known as "assisted immigration." He has not yet announced his position on the literacy
test features of pending immigration
bills, and intimated that he would nor,
do go until consulted by the leaders
in congress.
The senate commit
ARIZONA
APPLIES on immigration has announced that it
will seek the president's advice iu
the matter.
STATE
iiQOE
.irT
The Rev. Sidney J Guliok.
at the Imperial University' of . u on- SUPREME COURT KNOCKS PftoPS discussed immigration today with tbo
FROM UNDER CORPORATION
president.
Under arrangements made by the!
STOCKHOLDERS
e!
federal council of the Churches
Washington, Feb. 2. The supreme Christ in America, wnict includes S
court held today that the provisions Protestant denomination)), the Rev,
of the Arizona law exempting private Mr. Gulick has been visiting leading
fortunes of stockholders from liability cities suggesting a nw immigration
for an Arizona corporation's debts policy. lie suggested to the president
were not effective in all states where his plans to treat all mat ions on a basis' of tonality, wmo.uDCi!tsj ail insithe corporations 'do business.
dious legislation ptd differential Ireai
Undwthe decision .the New Yo
federal courts must proceed to try 'ment," iy allowing only a msjumutb.
the suit of Frank N. Thomas of Call annual immigration of nationalities by
of New York for Matthiessen's pro a fixed percentage of those already
of New York for Matathiessen's pro- bora and naturalized.
His suggestion is that by a rate of
portionate share In the debts of the
five
Ari
an
Hotel
Wentworth
per cent, and unoer, that 4o5,00(
company,
zona corporation organized to build a Germans could be admitted, although.
27,788 came in 1912; Sf.3,500
English,
hotel at Pasadena.
The supreme court today held the whereas only 82,919 came hi
case was controlled' by a California
immigrants would be reduced
law which provides that corporations from 3 57,134, who came in 1912, to a
of other states cannot do business' in possible maximum of 54,850. The
the state on terms other than that same rate would admit only 220 Japanimposed by California on its own cor ese and 738 Chinese immbrnuits.
The Rev. Mr. Gullcic believes that
porations. Stockholders of California
debts
the
liable
by
are
niaking character and education
for
corporations
the qualifications for citizenship and
of the corporations.
by the percentage rale, the Interests
of America and Asia and of California
BILLY LAKEL'.ND DYING
New York, Feb. 2. William Lako-and- , and Japan would be conserved and
well known on the race tracks of harmonized with
America as "Billy" lakeland, is reSecretary of Labor Wilson informed!
ported dying today in St. Mary's hos- congress today that he was not oppospital in Brooklyn. He is 61 years old. ed to the principle of trie literacy test,
Mr., Lakeland make a fortune as a He recommended making the immigration bill more drastic in several par
trainer and owner of thoroughbreds.
ticulars, especially ia "ft lute slave
r-T
?f
ry," and that skilled laborers imported under contract, as vroll as unskilled!
PINBELL REFUSES TO
laborers, be barred, provisions to bar
aliens who have committed a rimq
ACCEPT APfOIilTOENT or misdemeanor mvoivins moral turpitude, whetlur con'jcid or io1, - I
.
to deport ali n- - coiiiut i" ru
ACCEPTS DECLI NA- this
PRESIDENT
country, also was asked. Of
TION TO EE AMBASSADOR
immigrants who came m durTO RUSSIA
was Asiat.e,
ing 1913, one per
he reported,
of itw toial 2 5
Pin-deWashington, Feb. 1. Henry M.
per cent would belunil ly a lu- - y
of Peoria, III, who was recently test.
'
nominated and confirmed as ambassaHouse den on " v. il u n,
declined the ap- row
dor to Russia,
i
on the I
f r
j t
pointment, according to a lettor to rtaker bill fir t' fmI i
i
the president, made public at the tics.
White House today.
MrPiiiilell wrote President V,
the senate had inthat pl'tiou-e' .
LLC R f accusational
in connection
vestigated
V I 'i ' n t
with his appointment., be feit. neverC I ii tin i t
the
i c
of
no
any
controversy
theless, that
n - n l
kind should surround the appointment n i
to ('( " n
of any ambassador, as it was liable wl
t,
n f to be misunderstood abroad,
t
a
ot re lit, It,
The p( i' nt in
' M
i
I
accepted Mr. Pnidcils dec r ion
K
d i r i ) t
With the Russian amn

Washington, Feb. 2. Secretary Red-fiellate today directed that charges
of negligence be preferred against
Captain Osman Berry of the Merchants' and Miners', steamship Nan
tucket, which collided with and sank
the Old Dominion Hnr Monroe, with
a loss o 41 lives, off the Virginia
coast laBt Friday.
Secretary Redfield had previously
conferred with Assistant Secretary
Sweet, Solicitor Thurman, Inspector
General Uhler and Commissioner
Chamberlain of the bureau of navigation, and with them went over the
evidence taken aboara the Nantucket
The possibility of higher officials of
the department of commerce go"t; to
Norfolk, to take further testimony wa3
discussed without action.
d

as Ventress, prominent in Alabama
politics, was burned to death in a
fire which destroyed two buildings at
Atalia, Ala,, early today He occupied a room on the second floor of
one of the buildings and, was trapped
by the flames.
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CONVENTION

AD UZ71EZI

CHARACTER
"pie-book-

which former Congressman
CARELESSNESS SAID TO HAVE Akin declared Highway Commissioner FEOPLE OF
CAUSED THE LOSS OF THE ' John M. Carlisle kept has been found.
SESSING
It has been placed in the hands of
ILLFATED SHIP
MENTS,
James W. Osborne, who Is investigating alleged graft In state departments,
A .FliaTIlEI!
INVESTIGATION It wasi announced today According to
Mr. Osborne the book contains the
names of state senators, assembly.
DEPARTMENT
OF
COMMERCE
CONGRESS
men,, congressmen, county political
WILL SEND OFFICIALS TO
WRESTLE
leaders and employes.

NEARS

(

i

MX

END

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 2. The third
week of the convention of the United
Mine Workers of American opened
fere today with the prospect that
final adjournment would
taken
about - Wednesday. M he constitution
committee has about completed its re
port, and the only important work re
maining is the scale committee's re.
port.

TAX COMMISSION

son

IM

IS

1912;-Italia-

UPOELDJY COURT

.

Victor-America-

CITY EDITION.

.

WILL
RAISED VALUATIONS
USED AS BASIS FOR THE
TAX LEVY

BE

Denver, Feb. 2. The state supreme
court today denied a rehearing in the
tax case, invloving the right of the
state tax commission to adjust tax
assessments as between counties.
Under the recent decision o the su
preme court the power or the state
tax commission in tax matters was
confirmed. The effect o.f the ruling
was to approve an increase in the
assessment for Denver and several
other counties.
This probably ends tie tax litiga
tion unless attorneys for Clair. J.
Pitcher, assessor of Denver county,
should appeal to the United States supreme court Justices Gabbert and
Hill dissented in the action of the
court in denying a rehearing.
Although the opinion will not be
completed until late today, the court
announced its decision in the Bime
tallic' Investment company case, upholding the power of the state tax
commission in matters of. property
valuations. Justices Gabbert and Hill
dissented.
The decision in the Bimetallic case
followed the lines of the court s ma
jority opinion in the Pitcher rsi
Since that opinion was handed down
the state supreme court of Idaho has
ruled In a similar case that the state
tax commission has only advisory power and that the authority to'chane
assessments rests solely with the
comity assessors. The Colorado coirt
today took cognizance of that ruling
and explained that the constitutions
of the two states are not the, same on
tax matters.
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The outdoor amusements consist of
baseball, handball and quoits.
A room suitable for school purposes
i
has been made available, and desks
will be installed in a very Bhort time,
and those desiring to avail themselves
of the advantages of the 'school may
do so. As shown by our statistics
there are 101 who cannot read and
write, and three who can read but
cannot write.
The employment of convicts in
REPORT OF WARDEN AND COMbuilding state roads has proved most
MISSIONERS IS INTEREST- beneficial to both the state and the
ING DOCUMENT
men so employed.
During tie year an average of 60
The Optic Las received a copy or
commisof
board
prisoners(has been employed m buildthe report of the
sioners of the New Mexico state pen- ing state roads, and had the finances
commission peritentiary and the warden of the insti- of the good roads
would have been
the
McManus:'
mitted
average
B.
John
tution,
Items of interest in Warden Mc- 85.
In Santa Fo and Socorro counties
Manus' reiwrt are given below:
The average daily population for the the average has been 4 prisoners,
year was 373, this being the highest and in Bernalillo county the average
daily average in the history of the in- has been 20 prisoners.
They have built eight miles of road
stitution. The following table shows
the average daily population for the in Socorro county and 2 miles in
Santa Fe county. In Bernalillo counpast five years:
28,8 ty they have built approximately Vz
1909, daily average population
1910, daily average population.- - 314 miles of road.
368
During the year the new dining
1911, daily average population
366 room, kitchen and "bakery building
1912, dally average population
373 was completed at a total cost- of
1913, daily average population
The actual cost of maintenance per $8,437 67 (including brick and lime).
man per day (salaries, discharge The 1912 legislature appropriated
money, board fund, food, clothing, ad- $5,000 for this purpose. The building
ministration. Insurance and perma- is 50 feet by 125 feet, and it is modnent improvements) for the fiscal ern in every respect The prisoners
year was 49.9 cents; for 1912 it was were formerly fed in the "corridors of
C3.3 cents; for 1911 it was 60 cents, cell house No. 1.
Addition to Hospital Building
and for 1910 it was 56.5 cents.
y
addition to the hosDuring the year cash In the sum of For a
1913
legislature
$12,052.71 was expended in permanent pital building the
improvements, as against $3,890.23 for transferred for this purpose the sum
1912; ?C63.70 for 1911, and ?618.60 for of $3,000 from a surplus in another
penitentiary fund. This addition, the
1910.
For the education and entertain- size of which is 50x50 feet, is now
ment of the inmates we. installed in nearing completion, and should be
December, 1912, a motion picture ma- ready for occupancy in about a month.
This building could not he duplichine (which was formerly used in a
local opera house) at a cost of $150. cated by contract for less than $8,000.
New Cell House Several times durThis sum was obtained from the gate
fee collected from visitors. Pictures ing the year every cell in both cell
are shown every two weeks, and we houses has been occupied and men
endeavor to have at least one instruc- have had to be taken care of in the
hospital building, and I again recomtive picture at each exhibition.
mend that a new anu modern cell
hous be built as soon as practic
able to accommodate the increase in
Sfci
population.
jij'sti
d
Separate Women's Quarters The
female department consists of four
cells, located on the third and fourth
floors of the administration building.
There are now seven female prisoners
and the quarters provided for them
are inadequate. A suitable building
i should be provided for them, sur
rounded by a wall wnere they could
take daily exercise in the open air
't-.
'"'.:." I
Salaries of Employes The matter
of the inadequate salaries paid the
captains, cell houso keepers and
guards was called to your attention
in my last report; and I again repeat
that they are, for the services ren
dered, the poorest paid lot in the serv
ice of the state, and an increased ef
ficiency can never be obtained until
the compensation Is adequate.
The report of the prison physician
shows that 22 were sent to the hos
pital in the year, although 960 patients were treated. There are nine
cases of tuberculosis rn the institution,
of whom all were infected when they
arrived, says the doctor. There was
one surgical case during the year,
and three deaths.
The convicts' earnings fund re
ceipts amounted to $33,330.82 during
the year. This is principally from
sales of brick and lime, although pigs
1'
brought in $591, and vegetables
'i iY.imui. jr:
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Calumet pastry is cood to
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pood to eat.

Always

light, fluffy, tender and wholesome. Gilumet is the one baking
powder Hint is high in quality and
Moderate in price.
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Pure Food Exposition, Chicago, Vi,
Pris i po&iaon, France, March, 1912
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The average cost for feeding pris
oners per day was .2118 cents, while
the average allowed by law. is .229.
At the beginning of the fiscal year
there were 358 prisoners in the institution. During the year 195 were
released and 194 were received. The
highest number confined there during any one day of the year was 397,
and the lowest, although of this number an average of 60 were continually
in the road camps.
There were 15 escapes during the
year, as compared with 17 during
1912, and 42 during the last year of
the previous administration.. Thlr
teen prisoners were recaptured during
the year.
Classified by crimes there are 112
confined on murder charges, 32 for
larceny, 31 for burglary, 23 for race,
22 for forgery, 21 for horse stealing,
eight each for cattle theft and rob
bery and from that on down to one
each for a great variety of offenses.
Classified by counties. Grant county
leads with 41, Colfax has 38, San Mi
guel 30, Bernalillo 29, Dona Ana 26,
Chaves 23 Lincoln 18, McKinley 14,
dropping to five each from San Juan
and Roosevelt, and none from

San-dcva- l.

r

l:i(-- a

i

There nre 17 life prisoners and 31
for Ofl years ranging down to one. who
is sentenced to from six months to a
year. White convicts, Including Mexi
cans, number 339, with 19,negroes?nd
nine Indians, There are 134 who had
been married, 212 who are single and
21 who are widowers.
Addicted to al
cohol, 200; not, addicted, 1C7; addicted to tobacco, 339; not addicted, 28.
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Sixty are under 20 years of age, and LETTER SOAKED IN COCAINE BOTH PERSONAL AND SOCIAL
are above 40. Two do not know
how old they are.
Denver Prison Officials Find the Bane- Items of More or Less Interest That
Concern the Doings of the
ful Drug In Missive to
"Best Families."
Inmate.
WROTE FAMOUS POEM THERE
The engagement Is announced of
The core of an apple, the peel of a
Milton' Cottage at Chalfont St. Gilet
Miss Tuffie Show, daughter of Mrs.
have
a
the
banana
and
stone
of
peach
the Shrine to Which NumberMarbeen used as a means of smuggling co- Hoaleigh Show, to Mr. William
less Pilgrims Go.
caine Into the county jail, but at- tingale Yuceless, only son of Mr. and
new Mrs. Worsen Yuceless.
London. Milton's cottage at Chal- taches believe that an entirely
Mr. .Worsen Yuceless, by the way,
Denver
a
has
been
says
evolved,
plan
font St. Giles, the shrine of numbercomes of a good old family. They
dispatch.
less pilgrims, the pretty spot to which
A letter was received yesterday ad- have always been fashionable. His
travelers journey from the other side
n
Yuceless, is an
of the uncle, G.
of the world, Is particularly attrac- dressed to one of the Inmates
written the
Intellectual
man,
having
of
cocaine
No
ward.
"dope"
signs
tive just now, with its climbing vines
society notes for a fashion paper nearthe
of
corners
could
in
be
detected
the
in all their fresh young beauty, its
ly a whole season. And his son, Marlatticed windows open to the May envelope, but the jail officials decided tingale, once took a prize at a horse-show- .
more
to examine the letter
closely.
sunshine, its garden sweet with
A minute scrutiny of the paper on
flowers, its orchard white
It is rumored that Miss Tootoo Kyl-linwith cherry blossoms. It has been which the letter was written revealed
has broken her engagement to
with
the
was
drug.
it
saturated
altered but little since Milton lived that
But Dedleigh
Mr.
Dedleigh Bohr.
to
supthere, being still the "pretty box" that There was enough in the sheet least.
seemed quite cheerful last Saturday
his friend Ellwood, the Quaker, took ply one of the victims a week at
The letter might have escaped detec- at his club.
It is whispered that the F. Spend- tion if it had not been for the fact that
are not so happy togethA
his
work.
the sender had overdone
white powdery substance which cov- er as they night be. Our readers
was
ered the entire letter first aroused sus- will remember that Mrs. Spendar
Miss Freeks, a noted
the
charming
picion.
of Boston. Mr. Spendar Is more
According to the jail attaches the belle attentive to Mrs.
Jimmy Overpaper had been boiled in water in than while Mrs.
Spendar is constantly
which there was cocaine. After the load,
water had boiled away the cocaine seen with the young duke of Borro
was observed by the paper, which was and Keape. He comes of. an ancient
then rolled and dried. The sender of family. A greater part of this last
the letter has not been found. He season he was a visitor at Koopon
Cliffs, the summer home of the F.
signed no name.
Spending-SpendarMrs. Leeds Thegang Is preparing
ELOQUENCE WENT TO WASTE for an active social season. She is
now visiting her sister, Mrs. P. de
mi'1"
V. Blasee Rounders. Their charming
Mother
Gained
Had
Nothing
Indignant
A i'
cousin, Mrs. McEvoy Ondek, returns
by Denunciation That She
'I'
from Europe Saturday on the Nausea
Thought Effective.
4
or is it the Crown Prlncessen von
Determination writ large upon her Gotter Damerung? Time will tell.
angry countenance, the mother of the Life.
child who had been bitten by an Irish
terrier belonging to a new neighbor SOCIOLOGIST NOW IN DEMAND
(Mrs. Green) gave an authoritative
"rat-tat- "
with the knocker of Mrs.
Many People Willing to Employ Her,
Green's door.
Once Horn of Great Writer.
but She Seems Somehow to
The door was opened by a meek
Have Lost Interest
for the blind poet when he wished to looking elderly woman, and the vials
leave London to escape the plague.
of the mother's wrath burst forth.
The female sociologist, as a com
The room in which he sat and wrote
"You're Mrs. Green, I s'pose," she
mercial
Is now a small museum, containing sneered.
asset, is experiencing a bull
"Green by name an' green
letters, pictures and various editions by natur, I should call you, to keep market.
"She Is actually in demand aa a
of his works. We can easily imagine a feroshus animile like that there
it as it must have been on that day Irish terriertorial o' yourn,
of maid of all work," said the manager
of an employment agency. "Times
when the two friends were talking to- innercent children an'
gether, and Milton produced the poem the whole neighborhood! I'll have the have changed In that respect.
"Not so very long ago the applicahe had lately written, asking Ellwood law on you! I'll make you pay! D'you
tion of 'a social worker for a nice, into read it at his leisure. It was aa hear? I'll sue you for
and
damages
Ellwood says, "that excellent poem, 'ave that 'orrihle dog shot
job, where she could study
by act of teresting
the habits of heartless employers and
entitled 'Paradise Lost'," and then' be parlyment, I will!"
continued:
Then as she paused for a moment get points for a magazine article,
"After I had, with my best atten- for breath the old woman took a slate placed me metaphorically between
tion, read it through, I made him an- and pencil and said, in a mildly apolo- the devil and the deep sea. If I didn't
other visit and returned him his book getic tone:
get her a situation, she wrote me up
as an oppressor of honest labor, and
with due acknowledgement of the
would
but
mum;
you
"Very sorry,
favor he had done me in communicat- mind writin' it all down? I'm stone if I did get her one, her employers,
when they found out what she was up
ing it to me. He asked me how 1 deaf." London
to, got after me and I lost their paliked it and what I thought of it,
which I modestly but freely told him;
tronage.
Bridal Array Costly.
"But people want sociologists for
and after some further discourse about
Brides all over the world like to servants now. Here Is a bunch of letit, I pleasantly said to him: 'Thou
on
the
best
make
display possible
ters from a dozen women, asking If I
hast said much here of Paradise Lost,
dayand the bridal at- have any settlement workers In need
but what hast thou to say of Para their weddingvarious'
countries is inva- of a
tire of the
claim that with all her
dise Found?' "
S.d beautiful. For faultsjob.of They
Milton's cottage Is at the end of riably both costly"
snooping around and trying
would
It
sheer
however,
gorgeousness,
to reform the universe, the sociolothe picturesque irregular village
street. Its windows look out on fields be hard to rival the wedding finery of gist is the most thorough, the most
and hedgerows and on the fragrant the belles of the island of Sumatra. systematic, the most trustworthy
is woven entirely of gold housemaid that can be found.
garden which seems to be but a part The dress
thread, and its weight is so great that
of them.
"Unfortunately, now that she Is
The back of the house joins on to the wearer can hardly move; even wanted, the sociologist has lost all
other houses, in appearance hardly standing up requires a distinct effort. ambition to shine as a slavey. I have
Apart from this shimmering, golden telephoned to every settlement house
less Interesting than itself. In one of
'
them Breakspeare, Milton's publisher, garment, the bride is loaded down in town, but it appears that social
once lived.
workers are primed with all the facts
It is still a charming with gold ornaments, rings, bangles,
neckneed for the present, for not one
place In spite of the fact that one of earrings, pendants, girdles and
they
its rooms has become a butcher's laces and sundry ornamental purses enn I find that will take a place."
metal. The huge orna New York Times.
shop; that joints of meat hang in one of the same
of its windows.
Another house calls ments hanging on chain3 around her
itself "The Old Cottage," and claims neck are hollow, but all the smaller
Had No Objection.
to be the oldest in the village. This charms are of solid native gold, most
was approaching and it was
Night
almost
One
might
wrought.
is a shop, too, but of far more artistic massively
heard raining hard. The traveler dismountquality, a curiosity shop, with all think that " the natives, having
ed from his horse and rapped at the
sorts of quaint things, peculiar to the something about a good wife being door of the one farmhouse he had
set
in
had
her
"worth
gold,"
weight
e
county or Connected with its worthies, out
stretch of travto prove the fact by loading their struck in a
The back windows look out on the
No one came to the door.
eling.
the
actual
brides
with
little
cherry orchard which stretched from quaint
As he stood on the doorstep the waMilton's cottage to Breakspeare'a equivalent of Ar weight in the pre ter from the cSves trickled down his
farm. It Is 6aid that Milton used to cious metal.
collar. He rapped again. Still on anfind hi3 way thither through the orswer. He could feel the stream of
Pleasant for Auntie.
chard, guilding himself by the trea
water coursing down his back. Antrunks. In fancy one could see the
The unmarried woman who shall be other spell of pounding and finally the
blind poet stepping slowly through the subject of this anecdote was fixing head of a lad of twelve was stuck out
the rich grass, holding out his hands herself up to go out in the evening. of the second-storwindow.
to touch the familiar trees.
A certain man was going to call for
"Watcher want?" it asked.
her, and though the occasion was
"I want to know If I can stay here
WOMEN IN CLIMBING FEAT somewhat spoiled by the fact that they over night," the traveler answered
would have. to take her little niece testily.
'
lad watched the man
The
Scale Mt. Washington Summit Ovei along, she nevertheless took the usual
care of her complexion, hair and eyes. for a minute or two before answering.
Dangerous Trestle Ascent Was
For the man was trembling on the
"Ye kin fer all of me," he finally anResult of a Wager.
verge of a proposal.
swered, and then closed the window.
The trio auntie, auntie's beau and
Bretten Woods, N. H. Climbing tc
along the
the summit of Mount Washingtoi auntie's niece walked
Friendship.
over the dangerous trestle of th street until they came to one of these
A little boy got out of bed wrong
You
photograph galleries.
Mountain railway in the , darkness
one morning and was so hateful all
Mrs. W. G. Honford and Mrs. Beatrice know how awful a person looks, stand
day that his father finally found it
mercuthe
of
In
the
ghastly
glare
ing
Recknadel of New York accomplished
necessary to punish him.
in
the
that
they put
lights
a feat never before undertaken, it ii ry-tube
A little while after the ordeal was
said, by their sex. The ascent wai windows of euch places? Well, they over his mother found him out back
paused in tha,t awful greeny-yallermade as the result of a wager.
of the barn tenderly caressing and petWith a high wind blowing and no light. And the little niece said to
ting an old ram that was pastured
beau:
auntie's
lights to guide them, the task of tin
Her heart was touched by this
there.
"Ooo-ooh- ,
look! Auntie looks Just
climbers in crossing over the loftj
of kindheartedness on his
display
does
first
when
like
she
up
she
gets
Jacob's ladder trestle was regarded
and she watched him tenderly
part
Plain
in
the
Cleveland
as extremely perilous. As soon at
morning!"
for sotno time. Then, walking over to
roalroad officials heard that they hac Dealer.
where he sat, 6he inquired:
started up the mountains, men witl
"What makes my little boy so good
lanterns were sent after them tc
Changed the Subject.
to the old sheep?"
dissuade them from the attempt, but
He had plastered his touched-uHe did not stop or look up but anwere unable to overtake them untl hair down over his bald spot, and he
swered, stifling a. sob:
they were close to the summit.
had assumed the sort of smile that
"Cause he just butted pa."
The two women reached the moun- his female friends called "childish"
tain top about ten o'clock, making when he was in college. His shoes
Spanish Illiteracy. ,
the distance of five miles in foui were shined, and so was his nose
In thousands of villages and small
hours and a half. They remained ai And then he called on the young lady.
the house there until morning, when "My object in calling on you this eve towns in the Interior of Spain no one
Mrs. Honford's husband arrived in his ning, Gertrude," he began, and then knows how to read or write. There
motor car and took them back to theii he coughed and added in a trembling are in Spain 30,000 rural villages without schools of any kind, and 'many
hotel.
voice, "I may call you Gertrude, may
thousands which can only be reached
I not?"
"Sure you can," answered
by a briule path, there being no high
"Higher Slit Skirts Art" Sculptor the young girl. "I allow all of papa's roads
nor railway communication of
Chicago. Skirts slit higher mean elderly friends to call me Gertrude.
kind,
says Heraldo de Madrid.
any
Gert.
me
to
Mario
Korbel
call
oldest
The
of them even
higher art, according
at board schools ia volunAttendance
the young Bohemian sculptor. "Ore You may say 'Gert' if J'ou
per
cian girls wore skirts slit, to the.
was it you wanted to talk tary, not obligatory. Seventy-sichildren in Spain
and were paragons," rt3 Korbel,
about?" He coughed asain, and then cent, of the thin
Is especially noticeand
talked about how niueh wanner it
in
able
the
capital
was in the nuaimtr of 1872.
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
NEW YORK'S CHARITY EALL

New York, Feb. 2. In the name
of charity society will don its prettiest frocks and dance to its merriest
tunes next Thursday evening at the
Waldorf-AstoriWith the comfortable assurance tucked away down in
the heart that a worthy deed is to be
performed in a, manner infinitely
agreeable to the dispenser of charity,
the average society person will start
out for the ball in a heavenly frame
of mind of complete satisfaction with
himself and his neighbor, which in
itself is a sure guarantee of tne pleasant evening which invariably is experienced on these occasions. For
upwards of half a century the charity
ball has been one of the leading features of New York's social season.
During the whole of this long period
the proceeds of the entertainment
have been devoted to the needs of the
Nursery and Child's Hospital, one of
the oldest charity organizations in
New York. The Hiall this year promises to be as brilliant as any of its
predecessors. It is hoped that the
president's wife and daughters will
come on from Washington, and there
will be present officers from Governor's Island and the navy yard, who
with their uniforms always add to the
brilliancy of the occasion.

a week,

the industrial welfare commission today put into effect a ruling
establishing the minimum wage and
hours of labor for women ftfflce work,
era in this city. Two thousand women are affected by the ruling, the list
o? employments including stenographers, bookkeepers,- - office clerks and
cashiers in stores, moving picture
theaters and other establishments.
SUCCESSFUL

EVERYWHERE

People everywhere, are talking of
the quick and fine results Foley;
Kidney Pills give in backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles.
You can not take them into your system without good results. That is because Foley Kidney PiUs give to the
kidneys and bladder just what nature
calls for to heal these weakened and
inactive organis. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
TO GET OUT

THE WOMEN VOTERS
Chicago, Feb. 2. Tomorrow wi'.l be
registration day for the April election,
when, the women of Chicago are to
'lave the firs', opportunity to exercise
their new rights of franchise. Apr,re-catithe Importance of making a
loi o numerical Fhowinsr at th-- n il's
as v ell as the importance of some of
the issues involved in the election, the
local suffrage associations are nut
ting forth everp effort to Indueo the
women eligible to vote to register to
morrow. Th i women's clubs have apSafe for Babies, Effective for Grownpointed leaders and workers for every
ups
That's Foley'si Honey and Tar Com- ward and prevrict and a house to
pound. It has the confidence of your bonne canvass is being conducted, The
druggist, who knows it will give you
beina; conducted on an abso
satisfaction. W. W. Nessmith, States-horo- ,
basis.
lutely
Ga., says: "I have

n?

n

used Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound in my family and have sold it in mv store and
it never fails to cure." Refuse a sub La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate
Some victim of la grippe never fulstitute. O. G. Schaefer and Rod Cross
ly recover the health of tbo
n,j
Drug Store. Adv.
persistent couching is weakening.' The
action
of Foley's Honey and Tar
quick
MINIMUM WAGE rOR WOMEN
makes it valuable in severe la grippe
in
2.
Feb.
Portland, Ore.,
F, G. Prevo, nedford', Ind
Acting
wom- writes: "l.a errlnno loft mn
a oo.
the belief that a'
an cannot, live in comfort on less than vere eoutrh that Foley's Honey and
lar cureti, and i am back to my nor$40 a month or work to her full effimal weight." O. Cr. Schil.P.fer rm,l T0,1
51. hours
mors
if
than
ciency employed
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
coii-rb-
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ONVICTS HAKE

POOR CLASS OF

sioned between officers and police officials."
An officer may be arrested for felony, but even in this case the policeman is empowered tu leave tiie offender at liberty. The police officials

Esil a

Bow To

A

A Home Method Sure to Restore Flesh to Natural
Health.

SOLDIERS

must consider carefully that in arresting an officer they are not dealing merely with a person, but that by
the compromising of the officer's uniform of the army of his majesty the
king is involved, and that only extraordinary circumstances justify such an
arrest and absolve the policeman for
it." It is even provided that members
vice squad whose duty
of the
It i& to control women of the streets,
shall not molest such women if these
are in the company of officers.

EXPERT REPORTS ON
RESULTS OF THE CAMPAIGN

JTALIAN

IN TRIPOLI

Berlin, Feb.

Criminals generally

2.

turn out to be cowards on the

battle-

field, according to observations in the
jases of 225 men with jail or iprison

ttentences in their record made during
the campaign of Italy in Tripoli by
Dr. Consiglio, chief of staff surgeon
with the Italian army and reported in
a German medical paper. Dr. Consig-Jisays:
"The abnormal man is unfit for methodically disciplined effort in times
of peace. In war, where the demands
of discipline and the strain of systematic preparations increase, he disreplays invariably sooner or later a
action against his surroundings, which
manifests itself chiefly in morbid lack
of discipline, disobedience, insubordination or even deseiuron. The moral
strain and the violent manifestations
of war induce in such men physical
disturbances, excitative crises, hysteric and epileptic attacks and acute insanity. They lack the possibility of
methodic action, the iron will to respond to the multiple demands of the
instant and to the continued physical
and intellectual strain.
"While the habitual criminal, although impulsive and aggressive toward superiors and comrades, generally is cowardy in battle, there are
among the occasional criminals, those
who have gone wrong through drink
or love of adventure, many who distinguish themselves in warfare. But
even these relapsed regularly into
breaches of discipline and were useless for ordered effort.
"The soldier' adapted to modern
"w arfare, capable of continued effort,
able to retain his cool presence of
mind in battle, is a man who has
nhown himself in time of peace to be
un able, well disciplined citizen. The
time seems to be 'past when the blind
courage of the adventurer, unconscious ofdanger, constitutes an especially valuable element in deciding the fate
of nations."
o
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Duke Ernst of Brunswick,
and two
of Emperor William
Iters are some very valuable facta for all
who have any blood trouble with external months a soverign, has lost no time
Bores.
in starting a career of palace ouild-ing- .
Do not cover any gore so as to Interfere with perspiration and the formation
One new place for which designs
f protective scabs.
Keep It clean and
If It ia a stubborn case, flush are now ready is planned as a summer
bandaged.
This famous residence for the duke and Princess
your blood with 8. S. S.
blood purlfler works wonders.
And you
can easily give your blood a good, thorough Victoria Louise and will stand In a
cleansinn by using S. S. S. There Is no magnificent forest belonging
to him
need for anyone tu be despondent over the
No matter near Brunswick city. Another palace
Illness of blood Impurities.
how badly they attack the system or how near
Blankemburg will be rebuilt for
unsightly becomes the skin, just remember
there Is one ingredient In S. S. S. that, so a hunting seat. The duke's building
stimulates the cellular tissues throughout
is probably due in part to rithe body that each selects Its own essential activity
the crown prince,' whose
with
blood.
from
the
nutriment
valry
Po not fall to get a bottle of 8. R. 8. protest against allowing Ernst August
If your abscess Is of such a nature
that you would like to consult a specialist, to ascend the throne of Brunswick has
write to the medical department, The Swift not been
forgotten. The crown prince
Specific Co., 214 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta,
Ca.
and crown princess are now building
Beware of any attempt to sell you somea residence at Postdam, but Ernst
thing else for the blood. Many people
have been Imposed upon by having some August, with his personal fortune, will
mineral mixture palmed off on them. Ask
for S. R. S. and insist that & S. 8. ia be able to eclipse this.
what you propose to get.
son-in-la-

on
The town of Friedrischshafen,
the German side of Lake Constance,
to the possession of a higher grade
has decided to commemorate Count
of personal honor than that of the
seventy-fiftbirthday by
Zeppelin's
ordinary civilian, emphasized in so founding a museum to show everything
t
many ways since the Zabern affair, available
concerning aerial navigation
and to a certain preferential treatballoons. Many of Count
dirigible
by
ment before the law is found to have
Zeppelin's manuscripts, drawings from
recognition in the police regulations books, and reduced models of his airof Cologne, and it is probable that an
ships will be placea on exhibition.
interpellation will be brought in the Count Zeppelin made his first balloon
Diet asking whether similar police ascension in the United States
during
regulations are in force in other cities the civil war.
in Prussia.
In Cologne the policeman renders
The Swiss estate of August Bebel,
himself liable to punishment if ha dislate German socialist leader, has
the
the
consideration
due
"the
regards
been appraised by the tax office at
r
military calling." In case of
he is, under no circumstances, Zurich at $250,000. He had other propto arrest an officer, '"since it is more erty in Germany probably worth ?50,- consonant with the general interest 000. The terms of his will" have not
that a violation of police ordinances been made public.
remain for the time unpunished and
be later the subject of a reprimand
Subscribe for Ttia Optic.
than that a conflict should be occa

1'

Claims of the German army officer
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By ELIZAEETH SCHOEN COBB.
"Oh, such fun!"
"Let me try, Zilla."
"No, me I know I can land a victim the first time!"
The three high class stenographer
In the office of Huldane & Co. were
grouped about a table where one of
their number was filling a paraffined
paper bag from a water bottle.
It was the 2d of September, the
postponed "Straw Hat" day of the
year. The sensible office girls of Huldane & Co. were usually precise and
Signified, but they could not resist
tolly as it flies. All day long from
the great skyscraper building, mischievous office boys and teasing typewriters had gazed from the, window In
quest of a belated straw hat in the
passing throng. Once spotted, it became a target for all kinds of
such as paper wads, soaked towPanama
els, and one unfortunate
went skithering from the head of its
wearer, borne along by a well directed bar of soap.
The infection had spread to the
merry group in the Huldane office.
One of the ingenious trio of misses
tiad thought, of a new projectile. It
consisted of a papef bag filled with
water and tied with a piece of string.
Miss Preciosa Huldane, who had
lust arrived In the family automobile
to take her brother, Ransom Huldane,
home, smiling indulgently at the
of the girls. Then moving
to the window and gazing down, her
eyes lit upon the crown of a neat
but weather beaten straw hat, almost
within dropping range from hor lofty
height Its wearer was a brisk, erect
and plea,sing appearing young man.
The spirit of mischief seized her unaccountably.
"Glvt me the bag, quick!" she called to tha girls.
Preciosa drew back Blightly In some
dismay from the window frame as
she witnessed the commotion her im-

mis-Bile- s,

action had created. The
weighted paper bag. had grazed its
destined target, the straw hat This
it had knocked promptly from the
head of its wearer.
The bag had struck the stone pavement. It burst with a report like the
explosion of an automobile tire. Its
contents spattered over the owner of
the hat. He naturally looked upwards, and Miss Preciosa caught a
flitting sight of a reproachful but
handsome face. Then Dale Winters
pulsive
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hat politely to the sister of the successful young broker who tipped him
generously.
"That young man who was just
here," she said "is he the person
who lost his hat?"
"Yes, Miss IftUdane,' replied the
starter.
From what he says it was
the only one he had,. and he is without the money to buy another one. I
loaned him a stray cap, I happened
to have, and he insisted on giving me
his name and address, so I would be
sure to know it would be returned,
which doesn't matter in the least.
"Will you show me the card?'
"Why,
certainly," assented the
jtarter, promptly, but wonderingly.
Preciosa felt like a guilty criminal.
Her tender soul deplored the innocent
mischief she had wrought. She was
strangely unlike herself all the ride
home with her brother. Within an
hour she had made a confidant of her
best friend, Mary Bird, and before
two had passed by Mary's brother,
Will, was taken into a conspiracy.
He was deputized to visit this Dale
Winters as the representative of "four
giddy girls" who had destroyed his
hat, and replace it with the best fall
style money could supply.
More than that the clever young
man did. He learned that Dale Winters was a most estimable and efficient young man, temporarily out of
work. How the artful Preciosa worked it she told nobody, but within a
week Dale was Induced by young Bird
to apply for a position with Huldane
& Co. and was readily engaged.
It was a lucky day for the big bond
firm.
Six months later while the
head of the house was absent, a near
panic hit the money market Forced
to act on his own initiative, Dale did
just the right thing, and saved the
house from ruin.
That made him "solid" with Ransom Huldane. In the meantime poor,
pitiful Pveciosa found that in exercising sympathy and interest In behalf
of Dale, she had learned to love him.
So she came often to the office, and
Dale called at the Huldane home occasionally.
It was the 2d of September, a year
to the day, and Preciosa sat in the
office ostensibly awaiting her brother's arrival when Dale entered.
Preciosa smiled as he took off his
hat a straw hat! He read inquiry
in her eyes.
"Do not think that I am defying
usage and propriety, Miss Huldane,
he said laughingly. "I am defying
the custom for this one day because
it is an anniversary."
"Of what, may I ask?" spoke Preciosa, half guessing.
"Of the day of my life when with
the loss of my hat there seemed to
follow nothing but good fortune-an- d
the greatest blessing of it all has been
to know you."
He read her full realization of the
sentiment expressed. Her eyes, quickly downcast, her brightening color
gave his soul hope. '
"You have something to tell me?"
she said falteringly.
"Of the love I bear you," he replied clearly.
"Then first let me tell you a story
and Preciosa did; of the straw hat,
and what it had led to, and she looked
up penitent to find only the glory
of gratitude and love In his earnest
"

eyes.
And every succeeding 2d of September these two, man and wife now,
trim up the discarded straw hat of
the year and go over the blissful men
ory of their first acquaintanceship.
(Copyright,
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You see on the average, only an investment
ol $15.17.

really costs us an average of $162.09 to
reach each subscriber.
Our investment, as shown In our last annual
statement, is divided approximately as .tallows :
The part you see

1

made a dash to recover his hat. This
had rolled towards the curb. The
wind sent it under the wheels of a
passing truck, and It was crushed to
atoms.
The crowd laugned, passing messenobservers at
ger boys
the various office windows tittered,
and the outside street was one broad
smile. The young man put his hand
to his head in an embarrassed way.
Then he darted through the open doorway and into the lobby of the big
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building.
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Preciosa looked serious as she
drew back from the window, somewhat ashamed, sincerely sorry. That
flitting glimpse of the face below had
shown a seriousness not at all In accord with the reckless episode of the
moment A neat but threadbare suit
of clothes made the gentle hearted
miss wonder If she had not acted unwisely, nay, cruelly, in depriving the
young man of a possession he could
poorly spare.
"It's too bad why did I do It?" she
chided herself. Besides, the embarrassment, the inconvenience, and she
passed out of the offices regret-
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Pole lines
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CONFERENCE

ZUYDER

OF LA30?!
fi i'nJ
Feb. 2.-commission on Industrial relati'.-nB
to hcic' an important meeting ti,;,i
week to receive reports on labor troubles now existing in various partT of
he country tnd to discuss plars fur
further j rocedure. It is expected tnat
reports will he presented to the
by the government experts appointed to investigate the great
strikes iq the Colorado coal fields tad
the Calume! copper region.
The coining meeting' will mam the
beginning of the real work of the commission, the members of which w.:r9
appointed by (he president last summer. The work laid out for the commission is of a most important Cntf.io
ter. During the year now begua 'bo
commission will visit many of the
centers ot the country.
of labor nd capital prid
persons who may be said to represent
the public generally will be invited t
appear and tell what they know about
local conditions as theyaffoct the relations tx!'-t!ijbetween capital aiid
labor. The rommlssion has the po.ver
to compel the attendance of witnesses.
The commission will report th? Jesuits cf iti line ntigation to consf'"
befcra the end oi the present yea" rnd
is required to make it3 final report
uot laUr than At'guBt 23, 1915.
The

coia-missio- n

The Best Cough Medicine

"I have used Chamberlain's

Cough
Remedy ever since I have been keeping house," says Li. G Hames, of Mar-burAla. "I consider It one of tlio
STOSIACH FEELS FINE best remedies
I ever used. My children have all taken it and it works
like a charm. For colds and whoop"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" FIXES SOUR, ing cough it is excellent" For eal$
by all dealers. Adv.
GASSY, UPSET STOMACHS
IN FIVE MINUTES
MEETING OF CUSTOM
CUTTERS
2. Delegates and
Feb.
Washington,
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, Indigesvisitors from many cities of the Unittion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
food you eat ferments into gases and ed States and Canada are arriving
stubborn lumps; your head aches and In Washington to attend the annual
n
convention of the International
you feel sick and miserable, that's
conThe
Cutters.
of Custom
when you reallz9 the magic in Pape's
vention will begin tomorrow and conDiapepBin. It makes all stomach mistinue until Saturday.
ery vanish in five minutes.
If your stomach is in a continuous
and beaclacha
revolt if you can't get it regulated, areColdff. constipations
three common afflictions and refor
your sake, try Pape's
please,
helps iho
lieving the constipation
Vs9
It's so needless to have a cold and stops the headache.
bad stomach make your next meal a Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
thorouehly
favorite food meal, then take a little are very prompt and no
with absolutely
unpleasacleansing,
Diapepsln. There will not be any di- nt- effects. A whole bottle full for
stresseat without fear. It's because 25 cents. O. G. Schaeferand Red Cross
Pape's Diapepsin, "really does" regu- Drug Store. Adv.
stomachs that
late weak,
BROTHERS FACE MURDER TRIAL
gives it Itg millions of sales annually.
Scranton, Pa., Feb. 2. The most
case of Pape's
Get a large
case to come up vi the
important
Diapepsin from any drug store. It Is
the quickest surest stomach relief and term of court whic!i convened?- here
cure known. It acts almost like magic today is that of Antonio and Frank:
it is a scientific, harmless and pleas- Viola, who TirQ under indictment' for
ant stomach, preparation which truly the murder of Philip La Rosa afr.Nay
Aug on December 14, last. Antonio
belongs in every home. Adv.
Viola confessed to having killed La
Rosa when .he was arrested in-- New
Don't You Believe It
Some say that chronio constipation York, shortly after the crime. It ia
cannot be cured. Don't you believe it. said that in his confession he impliChamberlain's Tablets have cured cated bis brother,. Frank Viola, but
others why not you? Give them a the
latter maintains that he,, knows
trial. They cost only a quarter. For
nothing of the crime.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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War-hiugtc-

ZEE

The proposal to drain the Zuyder

Had Knocked the Hat From the Head
of Its Owner.

,

mcs-seg- e.

1913,

MINERS'

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 2 The advance guard of coal mine operators
and miners reached Philadelphia today in anticipation of the meeting of
the joint wage scale conference,
which will begin its deliberations tomorrow. The conference will endeavor to agree upon wages and conditions of labor to govern the central
competitive field, which is composed
of western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. The new agreement will come into effect onAprll 1,
on which date the present agreement
will expire.
Unofficial statements
made by both operators and miners
afford ground for the belief that less
difficulty will be encountered in
reaching an agreement this year than
has been the case in some previous
years. The miners are said to appreciate the fact that the present condition of the mining industry is not
such as to warrant any radical demands for increased wages. They desire a readjustment of the present
scale along certain lines and will also
demand other modifications in the
present agreement. But the most of
these are of a comparatively unimportant nature and it is believed that no
point is likely to arise in the negotiations on which a failure to agree
might lead to a general strike.

Will Be Costly Work, but Certain to
Ba Amply Repaid In the Value
of the Land.

te!sphone Ii'iSfrumcn! on your wall or
desk, the piece cf wire, and the occasional
pole yea sec, tfte voice ol one operator you
hear when you make a call, doesn't make a
"
T!i

telephone system.
ol the things that
You see less than
ere necessary tor one single telephone
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Finally Preciosa took the elevator.
She glanced timorously but eagerly
around the vestibule. The elevator
starter was just crossing from a store
room to a hatless person standing la
the shadow of a stone column. He
bore In his hand an old battered cap.
The loiterer accepted it Some few
words passed between them. The
young man penciietl something on a
card, gave it to the starter, ausi hastened from the building.
Somehow a glimpse of the sensitive, rather sad face of the young man
troubled Preciosa. Her conscience
was upbraiding her. As she approach-- 4
him, the elevator startw lided W

Zee is before the government of Holland again, and in more ambitious
form than ever. The last plan con-

templated draining about 130,000
acres. The present plaa proposes to
unwater more than three times that
nAch. Dikes are to be built, shutting
off the sea from the famous bay.
Then four great "polders" are to be
walled off and pumped dry, while the
rest of the area is left as a fresh
water lake, with canals leading to
various ports.
"Whether the Dutch government undertakes this task now or not, the
work is sure to be done. Holland is
both rich and land hungry. The engineering problems involved are simple.
The estimated cost is about 75,000,-00-0
a large sum for a small country,
perhaps, but the land thus brought
under cultivation will produce crops
worth $28,000,000 per year.
The Zuyder Zee as It stands today
is the result of a terrific storm in the
thirteenth century. Before that time
a fresh water lake occupied part of
the area now covered by the waves
of this inlet and the rest was marsh
and meadow. 'A great hurricane came,
piling the waters of the North sea
against the Dutch coast. The feeble
dikes then in existence gave way, the
ocean rolled in, the soil was flooded
and then washed away, and a bay
was established that cuts Holland almost in two.
The proposed drainage work will
restore the shore line of the country
to something like its early condition
and will reverse the only victory
ever, won by the ocean against th
Dutch.

Alta Smith.
Jones was always soft hearted. Ttia
Is what he wrote:
"Dear Mrs. Smith: Your husband
cannot come home today because his
bathing suit was washed away.
"P. S. Poor Smita vu insida tte

suit"
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Makes Sewing a Pleasure
If you could eliminate the tiresome drudgery of pedalling wouldn't sewing be a pleasure instead of a task ?
A General Electric sewing machine motor
attached to your machine does all the r:ci'
giving any speed desired by a mere pressure
of the foot on the treadle.
Current can be drawn from any one of your
electric light sockets at any tin;
t , y
! . ,;r.
room at a cost of but a half-ccr- .t
"
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inestimable value to me personally, exactly new. It was suggested a long
time ago, but naturally was not inILY
dorsed enthusiastically by the politicians. The "fixers" and the "heelers"
ESTABLISHED 1879.
and "bosses",with .pet schemes never
want to get out. the fiilent vote." It
has been the rul'ethat when the
Published by
EDUCATION
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
"gang" voted, together with those innocent citizens who answered to the
(Incorporated.)
spurious demands for "reform," any
That immigrants are keenly interordinary election could be carried by
ested in schooling for their children, the bosses. But the
83. M. PADGETT
voting by mail
or at least conspicuously obedient to ideai has
grown in popular favor of re
attendance laws, is the declar- cent years. Kansas and one or two
ation of Dr. p. P. Claxton, United other states
permit traveling men and
States commissioner of "' education. those who are away from their homes
"The least Illiterate of our population on business or
pleasure to cast, their
Entered at the postofflce at East are the native born children of formail. In New York and
ballots
by
n
Vegas, New Mexico, for
eign parents,," says W. Claxton, in a Massachusetts there Wave been mall
through the United States bulletin on education for immigrants
primaries that were clean and unchal
tal!s as second class matter.
just issued. "The illiteracy among lenged. The one big objection tu mail
the "children of native born parents voting has been that it
necessarily eliis three times as great as that among minates the sacred secrecy of the balTERMS OF 8UB3CRIPTION
native born children of foreign par- lot... But the secrecy of the ballot Is
Daily, by Carrier
ents."
1
Per Copy
wholly fictitious. The cumbersome
Dr. Claxton reviews the whole prob- Australian
.15
tDue Week
system and its various
.65 lem of education for Immigrants In modifications do not insure or
Due Month
pretend
7.50 and out of school. "To the people of to insure secrecy to the voter. But it
as Year
no other country is the problem of so is not at all certain that a method
Daily, by Mall
may
- $6.00 much importance as to the people of not be devised which will make harlots
Dee year (In advance)
3.00 the United' States. No other country
Ex Months (In advance)
by mail more secret than ballots cast
7.50 has so many men, women and chil- under the
One Tear (In arrears)
present system. At any
3.75 dren coming to its eTiores every year
Wis Months (In arrears)
rate, the advantages' to be gained by
from all parts of the world.
bringing the ballot within the reach
."Manly of those who have come to of all regularly qualified voters, by
STOCK
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
us in recent years are from countries
;'
GROWER
lessening the evils of "gang politics,"
$2.00 having meager; provisions for public by not requiring voters to stand in
Oae Tear
According to(, the federal line before remofe and often filthy
1.00 education.
Months
census of 1910 more than 25 per cent booths,
by the strict central superof the foreign born population of three vision which could be maintained and
(Cash In Advance for Mall
states was JlUraterqm 15 to 25 by securing something like a repreSubscriptions)
per cent of,$vg siateapm 10 to 15 sentative expression from all voters,
Remit by . check, draft or money per cent of tHr1Btates,:
and, from 5 to would outweigh the fiction of secrecy.
rder. If sent otherwise we will not 10 per cent
In only But perhaps the greatest argument of
21 1. states.
;p
responsible tor loss.
one state was the ,rce,utage of illit- all in favor of voting by mail Is the
Specimen copies free on application eracy of the .foreign bora population fact that
many of the evils and deless than &,
moralizing associations of "precinct
Most ;of the immigrants in recent workers" and "getting out the vote"
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
EXPIRATION OF TIME
years have little kinship, with the would be done away with and this
PAID FOR
older stocks of, our population, either would 'minimize the most plausible
of arguments now made against women's
in blood,
language,,,, methods
manners or cus "suffrage, In any event, the:"voter
traditions,
thought,
Advertisers are guaranteed the
toms; they know little of, our political who could sit down In the quiet and
largest dally and weekly circulation and civic
life and are unused to our seclusion of his homo and mam his
ml any newspaper in northern New
social Ideals, their environment here ballot with care and deliberation
SSexlco.
is wholly different from that to which could more nearly register his will
they have been accustomed. Strang than when he Is hurried, harassed and
ers to each other, frequently from confused in his efforts to vote intelliTELEPHONES
Business Office
......Main 2 countries hostile to each other by tra gently in a polling bouch. The polling
News Department
Main 9 dition, of different speech and creeds.
places, however, would still be open
they are thrown together, strangers for those who preferred to vote that
among strangers, in a strange coun- way, of course.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1914.
o
try and are thought of by us only as
a conglomerate mass of foreigners.
The Sandia meteor has been exposed With little attention to their specific SILO ADDS
A HOD
7ty lua Albuquerque Journal, which has needs, they are crowded into factories,
by a university professor that mines and dirty tenement quarters
'ie supposed celestial visitor was on too often the prey of the exploiter in TO A BUNCH OF STEERS
business and the demagogue in poliy the explosion of a powder house
to a mining establishment tics.
Usa in the mountains. After accusing "Immigrant education is not alone QUAY COUNTY FARMER IS GREATLY PLEASED WITH HIS INtue meteor of dyamiting, assault with the question of the school education
VESTMENT
men
;:unt to kill and illuminating the of children. The millions of adult
; kies without a
than
women
older
children
and
and
the
Journal
franchise,
"I never made a better move in my
the upper limit of the compulsory
finds there wasn't "no such thing."
o
school attendance age, must be look- life','' is what a Quay county farmer
Who la responsible ror the convicts ed after; they must toe prepared for says of the building of his first silo,
Imprisoned in the New Mexico state American citizenship and for partici says the Tuctimcari News. "If I had
penitentiary? The board of peniten pation in our democratic Industrial, so- built a silo years ago I would have
tiary commissioners recently reported cial and religious life; they must be been rich now."
lie is feeding steers on the silage
tto Governor McDonald, after an inves given
sympathetic help In finding
tigation of the Alma Lyons scandal In themselves In their new environment and also his dairy stock. On the one
.the prison, that "Warden . McManus and in adjusting themselves to their he has already reaped a rich harvest
:and his wife, the matron, were not now opportunities and " responsibili- in market stuff and on the other he
sudlty of mismanagement or careless ties. The proper education of these gathers a weekly dividend in the
ness and in no way to blame for the people is a duty which the nation shape of cream which is bringing a
Lyons woman, a trusty, having come owes to itself and to' them. It can high price in this city. Steers Muflght
fa contact with a male convict, result- neglect this duty only to their hurt in September at 614 cents sold recentThey averaged when purly at
ing In her pregnancy. The blame is and its own peril."'
chased 1150 pounds and gained an avero
f
fixed upon a hall guard, who Is declaaged of 100 pounds on the silage and
red no longer to be employed by the
1 AIL
BY
VOTING
a mixed feed.
7rison.
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ting forth every effort to induce the
since it puts into my hands the very
material that I have bo long tried to
have." Albuquerque Journal.
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TWITCH ELL'S ACIIIEVE-ENT

M

It is commonly conceded that the
problems of good government are in-

timately if not vitally connected with
the problem of getting! .good citizens
Colonel Ralph Emerson Twitchell to vote. If it were possible to secure
lias added another monument to the the sound; sober, mature, opinion of
liistorical achievements which have, men and women on the questions that
given him an unique position in '. a seriously affect them through the profield in which many other men have cesses of administration, there would
worked successfully tout none .so' well be a truer democracy in this country
as he. The publication of the "Span- than was ever hoped for, says the
ish Archives," authorized by act of Kansas City Journal. As long as electhe last session of the New Mexico tions can be carried by manipulation
legislature, marks the completion of of the emotional and susceptible group
a work of the' greatest possible value of voters, just that long will there be
to students, young ami old. The peo- misgovernment and the election of
ple of the state are proud of It, as mere politicians to office.
Technically, or course "good citithey were Justly proud, of that greater
lint more important r achievement, zens" are not good citizens if they
"Leading Facts of New,,,Mexico. His neglect or ...refuse to vote. Actually,
,,, . ..,
, .,, ,,,,,,,
hp.wever; the exercise of the franchise
tory."
The importance and the .complete is hedged about 'with so niany inconness of the "Spanish Archives" is tes- veniences Jimd discomforts that busy
tified to by Dr. Frederick; W. Hodge, men are reluctant to make the sacriIn charge of the bureau of American fice required. There is a large part of
ethnology, and foremost among Amer- the voting population in every comican men of science, who says In re- munity that is easily aroused by sengard to the first of the two volumes sationalism and appeafs to clos consciousness. ' These voters respond
just from the press:
"I have examined it closely enough readily to the methods of "campaignto say that the work will prove of the ing" which cater frankly to prejudice
utmost value to students of history of and passion. The worst fault that can
the southwest The- - arrangement is he lu'd at the doors of the
ixcolletit and the annotation all that is that they are passive, that they do
p, work of the kind demands; while not get "stirred up" and that thy are
I'm trsoHlittioni of the- more Important willing to allow the politicians to have
documents, and the excellent and well their way so long as that way does
add that much not too plainly Interfere with the
:ooi:ea illustrations,
immediate interests. It resnore of value and interest 1 congratulate the fitats oa the wisdom of its quires something very unusual to
jsdooifciii of compiler and editor and arouse the full voting strength of any
.
I could cfty or community.
,i tl: e result of .. efforts,
more
The movement now taking form In
ey.hre.-tstrongly
wy
jit
'h-to s.iv
the work has been :ome staff.-- to enable voters to cam
alls is not
; H m ,;' whsie ami m, it will prove their ballots throur,Vtbe
.

non-vote-

non-voter- s'
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BISHOP

DUNNE

FIFTY

Feb. 2. The Right
Peoria,
M, Dunne, bishop of the
Catholic diocese of Peoria, reached
his fiftieth birthday anniversary today
and Was the recipient of many congratulations. Bishop Dunne was born
in Chicago February 2, IS?!. He attended St. Ignatius' College, Niagara
University and Institutions of learning in Belgium, France and Rome,
where he completed his educations at
the Gregorian University with high
honors. When he returned to Chicago
from Rome he immediately began religious work in the foreign settlements. He was selected as chancellor
of the Chicago
archdiocese when
Bishop Qulglcy waa chosen archbishop. He continued to fill, the position
until. J810, when he was named bishop
ot, Peoria, in succession to Bishop
Spalding who was obliged tG retire
from the active duties of the office
on account of ill health.
d

111.,

OBSERVE FEAST OF CANDLEMAS
New York, Feb. 2. "Candlemas
Day" was observed with special serv
ices In all the Catholic churches of
New York today. Thl3 ecclesiastical
s
festival was instituted by Pop
1 in the year 492 In commemoration of the presentation of Christ in
Get-siu-

the temple and of the purification of
the Virgin Mary. The festival Is cele
brated througout the Christna world
annually on February 2, and derives
!ts name from the fact that in the
Homan churches candles are blessed
n this day and carried In procRsion-commemoration of the words o
Mmeon spoken of the infant Chris'
'A Li?;ht to Lighten the Gentiles."
,

EXEMPTiONCOMES

Fill

THE TOIAL

VALUATION

naturally much more liberal, but to
say in the absence of any express
language to that effect, and, as a matter of fact, despite the very clear
statement to the opposite effect, that
a legislature intended to grant an extraordinary Immunity, clearly opposed
to publio policy and more extravagant
than has ever been granted by any
legislature, in this country, is deliberately to Bet aside, not only the practically universal decisions of the
courts in construing exemption statutes, tout also to charge the legislature with an Intent contradicted by
analogy and in view of the conditions
in this fl'ate, wholly, unsupported by
o it
reason.
It has been urgedrf'ihat 'under the
former law, many taxpayers actually
were allowed an exemption of approximately $600.00. If so, such allowances
were illegal. The old statute specifically required that before any head of
a family could secure an exemption
he must submit a true list of his prop
erty and swear to its actual value.
As respectable authority as tlur (Jni-teStates supreme court has decided
in the well known Albuquerque Na
tional bank case that the New. Mexico
statute which required property to be
returned at its actual value, meant
What" It said, and that a bank which
had had its property returned at 80
per cent of its value could not secure
any relief.
There is a nadditlonal and entirely
conclusive reason for asserting that
the $200.00 exemption should toe deducted from the total valuation.
Should it be possible to interpret the
new exemption law as Mr. Read contends, the law would clearly then become unconstitutional. The constitution specifically limits the exemption
allowable to, the head of a family "to
the amount of $200.'0." Using the
meaning given to the word "amount"
by the Courts, the constitution reads
"The legislature0 iuay exempt from
taxation property' of each head of a
family to the "'aggregate' of $200.00."
Clearly, all property is taxable unless exempt by law. While the valuation of property for the purposes of
of the
taxation is fixed at
said
cannot
that
be
it
value, yet
of the property is taxable and
the other
exempt. Yet,
such must be the contention of those
who arie that the exemption must
valuabe deducted from the
tion. In view of the plain language
of tooth the constitution and the stat
ute, such a conclusion falls little short
of absurdity. Owing to the consider
able agitation of the subject under
consideration, I have written this opin
ion somewhat fully. I have been mis'
taken before. Eminent attorneys disagree with me in my construction of
this law, so I may be mistaken again,
but if so, I will have to admit an inability to understand what appears to
be, not so much an abstruse and involved legal point as the accepted
significance of ordinary language. It
appears as though a difficulty were being artificially constructed where there
is no difficulty.
Yours very truly,

irst Class Repairing
r--
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WARD
ATTORNEY
MAKES CLEAR A DISPUTED
TAX CONTROVERSY

Dl STRICT

District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward has sent the folowing opinion
regarding the $200 tais exemption to
the assessor of Mora' county:
Las Vegas, N..M Jan. 31, J914.
Hon. J. D. Medina, Assessor,
Mora, New Mexico.

Dear Sir: In response to your request for an opinion as to whether or
not the $20.00 exemptoin provided by
law should be deducted from the to
tal valuation of the property returned
d
or from
of the valuation of
such property, I beg to. inform you
that. I see no reason to change the
opinion regarding this law I gave to
the assessors ot this district a year
ago, Myrf. attention is called to the,
fact that JDistrict1 Attorney Read has
given to the assessor of Santa Fe
county a contrary opmoin. With all
due regard- for the opinion of a brother district attorney, I am convinced
that Mr. Read is mistaken.
Mr. Read, In his opinion, which I
have seen, says in the first place, that
the law does not provide whether or
not the exemption shall be deducted
from the gross valuation or from the
taxable valuation. I fail to see how
The
such a conclusion is reached.
law clearly says that there shall be
exempted from taxation, under certain
conditions, property of each head of
a family to the amount of $200.0u. The
meaning of the word amount, as stated in a large number of decisions, is
total or aggregate. When reference
is specifically made to money, the
term amount has frequently been held
to be synonymous with value. Which,
ever meaning may be adopted, the
meaning of the statute appears to me
to be as plain and unequivocal as the
English language can well make it.
But even though Mr. Read's conten
tion that the law does not clearly spe
cify from which valuation deduction
shall be made, let us see whether Mr.
Read's conclusions may properly be
reached. He bases his view3 solely
upon the fact that he does not butleve
it was the intention or the legislature
to have the deduction taken from the
total valuation. Of course, the intention of the legislature must be gathered from the words of the statute.
Mr. Read admits that the statute Is
doubtful. The rule is universal that
statutes granting exemption from taxation shall 'be strictly construed and
that substantial doubts touching their
meaning and scope are to toe resolved
in favor of the people. This rule has
been reiterated In the federal case of
Spokane Valley Land and Water com
pany versus Kootnai county as late as
1912 (see 199 Federal.)
In the very
late case of Town of Milford versus
Commissioners, 213 Massachusetts, the
same ruling is given. The united
States supreme court has frequently
enunciated the rule that In all cases
of doubt as to legislative intention the
presumption is in favor of the taxing
The latest United States
power.
case bearing on this subject which I
have been able to find is Phoenix F.
and M. Insurance company versus
Tennessee, reported m 161 United
States. As stated In an earlier United States case, immunity through exemption cannot be made out by impli
cation, but must be conferred in terms
too clear and plain to be mistaken
and admitting of no reasonable doubt.
The reason for the rule that has been
referred to is apparent, as one of the
well, considered cases says "Immunity
through, ,, exemption is an extraordin
ary privilege." It is a constitutional
or statutory exception to the general
rule supported both by the require
ments of law and of public policy that
all property should bear its, fair and
uniform burden of taxation. In the
few states which permit, an exemption
of any kind to a head of a family as
such, the radical departure from, the
general rule Is attempted to be justified only toy the contention to use
the words of a former judge of the
supreme court of New Mexico that
"it encourages a formation of . the
family relation by conferring upon the
heads of household, privileges to protect their families against want in the
event of misfortune." While in very
few states has any exemption statute
of this nature been enacted, in no
state has there been so large an exemption as $600.00. Financial misfortune is the exception not the rule.
The only possible ground upon which
any exemption statute of this nature
can be based is that in the exceptional case where a man might otherwise
ose all of his property, he shall have
he privilege of exemption, even from
axatlon, a certain amount of proper
v for the support of his family. Star
ites exempting from execution art
one-thir-
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WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEW
ELILY. OPTICAL GOODS
IN OUR. OWN SHOP. . . .
at-

TAUPERLT'S
RELIGION IS HELPED
BY IMPROVED

ROADS

d

one-thir-

one-thir- d

two-thir-

REV. J. L. IMHOF SPEAKS ON NEW
PHASE OF A POPULAR

SUBJECT

present opportunities for better living.
"Again, good roads will help ua to
become better acquainted with our
neighbors in the country. More will
attend our schools and churches. Our
social life will be enriched as we'aave,
opportunity to meet more often'' and
to work together more
efficiently.
Every person needs to come injjfVin-tawith others. Good roads wi'l f,o
far toward toetter social conditi 'ijs,
and thus lead to higher living.
"There, Is no conflict between Interests when,.a.U-workfor the common,
welfare. Better; business works with
better religion.
is necessary to social progress. The man
with the shovel has work to perform
as well as the man with money. The
educator is not to be despised." ..

ct

"Good Roads," was the subject Of
the address of Rev. J. L. Imhoi last
night at the Christian tabernacle. Mr.
Imhof is giving a series of discourses
on subjects of Interest and proit to
the community, speaking on Sunday
nights. Mr. Imhof said, in part:
"Dr. George P. Fisher, in his book
entitled 'The State of ''the ' Roman
;
sas':'
World at the Birth 'dCnris't
'The vast territory subject to Rome
was covered with a network of magin
nificent roads, whiun moved
straight lines, crossing mountains and
bridging rivers, binding together the
most remote cities, and connecting
them all with the capital. The traveler could measure his progress by the
mile stones along all the roads, and
maps of the route, giving distances
from place to place, with stopping
places for the night, facilitated his
journey.'
"What would naturally be the effect
of these good roads upon the spread
These roads gave
of Christianity?
the missionaries an excellent opportunity of traveling a.id of sending
epistles with messengers. Men of various religious beliefs came in cuntact
with Individuals worsntpplng different
gods with vastly different ideals ' of

HUNDREDS

OF WOMEN

nowadays are entering the professions
or business world and go to work day
after day in toad health, afflicted with
some female ailment, dragging one
foot wearily after the other, working
with an eye on the clock, and wishing
for closing time to come.
in this condition should
Women
take Lydia E. PinVham's Vegetable
made from roots and
Compound,
herbs. It has brought health and
happiness to more women in America
than any other remedy. Give it a trial.
Adv.

Vanish Away
having backache,
rheumatism, stiff and swollen joints
are honestly glad to know that Foley
life.
Kidney Pills are successful every"A number of nations had been con where in driving out these ills. That
quered recently by the Roman empire ta T,crniHft TiYllpv KMtiav TMtla ATA a
A comparison of the various religions true medicine and quickly effective in
all diseases that result from weak, intook place. The religion whose ideals active
kidneys and urinary irregularimet best the demands of life, was ties. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross-DruStore. Adv.
sure to make progresa. Men traveled
to learn science, philosophy and1 art.
Freedom of thought and a chance to
compare ideas have ever been au im- NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CON-(CERN
portant step toward higher life.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
"So it is today. Good roads are no
more important to commercial inter- may concern that William G. Haydon
ests than to education and religion the undersigned was appointed on the
I'en traveling through in automobiles 30th. day of January, 1914, Adminisinform and inspire us with what others trator of the estate of George W.
are dong in other parts of our coun- Griggs, deceased, and all persons havC. W. G. WARD.
try Much of their advertising makes ing claims against the estate of said
us more aggressive. How much we George W. Griggs deceased, will present the same within the time preowe to those who have built our
To Cure a Cold In One Day
To the man with the pick as scribed by law.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
February 2, 1914.
if
G. HAYDON.
WILLIAM
Good
as
office.
well
man
refund
the
in
the
money
Tablets. Druggists
Administrator.
It fails to cure. E, W. GROVE'S sig reads will be an extension of our
nature is on each box. 25c. Adv.
one-thir- d

"

Backache-Rheumatis-

Men and women

:

1.

.

'ail-road-

MERCER IS SENTENCED
New; York, Feb. 2. Before Henry J.
Mercer of Los Angeles was sentenced
today from five to nine and a half

years' imprisonment in Sing Sing for
forging real estate deeds with intent
to fraud, the court received word that
he was wanted in that etty for alleged defalcations , aggregating
This led the court to Ignore his
pleas for a light sentence. Mercer
said he was a man of good reputation
in Los Angeles, a club member and
church, worker and a college graduate.
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N ew Arrivals.
For Spring

$60,-00-
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At Bachafach's

A heavy cold in the lungs that was
,, ,

ij
startling point 'in many cases of disease that ended fatally. The sensible
course is to take frequent doses of
,

.-'-

HOREHOUND
checks the progress, of tli

BALLARD'S

f,

SYRUP.

disorder
and assists nature to restore normal
conditions. Price 25c, 60c. and' $1,00
per bottle. ' Sold by Central Drug Co.
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Oxfords

Shoes
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Pumps
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BILL WILc PASS
Grand Junction, Colo., Feb. 2. That
the proposed radium bill, .giving the
federal government, control over the
production of that 'product win be
passed by the senate with few modifications was the prediction made here
today by Senator Charles S. Thomas,
In addressing a mass meeting of citizens. Governor B. M. Amnions also
voiced hia views on the radium ques..
tion.
v
'
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Corsets
Home Journal Patterns

INSPECTION INVITED
i

BUYING TO SAVE MONEY

Buying Foley's Honey and Tar Compound saves money because just a
few doses stops the cough and cold
arid one bottle lasts a long time. It.
quickly heats' raw and inflamed surfaces,
stops tickling throat, harth,
-asping cowvhs, croup, hranoness,
Hrotichial and la grippe coughs. O. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

TH3

STOHE OF QUALITY"'
r
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Manuel Goke and family of Sapello
have gone to Canon Largo for a visit
with Mr. Coke's brother, Henry Goke.
Max Levy, a broker of Denver, and
formerly a resident of this city, came
busiMrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel in this afternoon for a few days'
ness
visit.
Romaine. Adv.
R. J. Tilley and R. B. Payne of
R. F. Sickels of Denver was a comcama la last night for a few
Maxwell
mercial visitor here today.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Bueher of Opti- days' stay,.. Mr, Payne Is the assistant
mo were visitors In Las Vegas yester-te- r. cashier of the'" Farmers Bank and
Trust company of Maxwell.
A. A. 'Gallegos, a "member of the
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Naylor o Wat-rou- s
board
of county commissioners, came
were visitors In Las Vegaa yes'
in last night from his home in Villa-nuev-a
terday.
to attend the monthly meeting
Thomas Calkins of Toledo, O., arwhich was held
commissioners
of
the
In
Las Vegas Saturday evening,
rived
'a tha court house.
this
morning
for a short stay.
H. C. Smith, formerly a resident of
Mrs. Louis Trino of Levy. N. M Is
this
city and well known here, came
Jn Las Vegas to visit friends and rela- afternoon" for a short visin
yesterday
tives for the next week,
i
on
his
it
way to his home in El Paso
Dr. J. C. Slack-- of Acme, N. M.,
from Downing, Mo .where he went rein Las Vegas Saturday evening
cently to attend ftne funeral 'of his
for a sort business visit.
William Klauher, representative for father."
CharleW A. .Kinkel, brother of George
a cutlery firm of New York, was a Kinkel of this
city, accompanied by
business visitor here today.
arrived in Las Ve
and
wife
child,
his
E. L. Durham of Claremont, Cal.,
from El Paso
afternoon
Is in Las Vegas and will remain here gas Saturday
to attend the funeral of Mrs. George
for some time on business.
which was heid yesterday af
W. C. Sherman of Albuquerque, Kinkel,
ternoon.
came In last night from the Duke City
F. M, Lyon, formerly connected with
for a several days' business visit.
E. Rosenwaid and Son firm on the
the
O. A. Larrazolo left yestefday afternWest
side, came in this afternoon from
will
he
where
oon for Albuquerque,
a few days' business
days. Albuquerque for
le on business for the next few arrivleft Las Vegas two
visit..
Mr.,
Lyon
'Kan;,'
M. F. Eidson of Liberal;
we6ks
for
ago
Albuquerque, and may
ed In Las Vegas yesterday and; will
at
locate
that
placer
remain here for some time oh 'busiF. G. Walker returned to Las Vegas
'"
ness.
by
R, DeGraftenretd of Maxwell, N. M., yesterday ..afternwnaccompanted
and uncle,
his fatherc!
a
few
for
ame in Saturday evening
F. G. Walker. The party arrived here
days' stay here. He Is a rancher of in an
automobile, having made the
Maxwell.
,
Trinidad in the machine,
from
trip
Alma
and
Garrett
Ethel
Misses
been shipped to that point.
which
had,
Uland of Albuquerque came In yesterMr. Walker is resiidng in Las Vegas
In
few
a
stay
for
days'
day afternoon
for the present and his father and
Jas Vegas.
kill remain here for some time.
F. J. Quackenbush of Warsaw, lnd., uncle,
of a
C. P. Walker is the proprietor
arrived in the city Saturday evening
in
the
north,
theaters
number
of
"
large
some
time
and will remain here for
west. He lives in Minneapolis.
m a business visitor.
Dr. Charles E. Lukens, superintendAntonio Lucero, secretary of state
ent
of the Children's Home society,
in
came
Tor "New Mexico,
Saturday
with
headquarters in Albuquerque, arevening from Santa Fe for a short
rived
in Las Vegas today to spend a
business visit here.
time on business.' Dr. Lukens
short
Mrs. Arthur Langston left yesterday
fo locate one of his charges
expects
will
afternoon for Clovis, vriiere sho
Dr. Lukens says
visit for the next few days with with a good family.
for 80 more
cared
home
children's
he
Ifriends and relatives.
the vear
than
children
last
during
year
El
G.
Wander
of
C.
Mrs.
and
,Mr.
mothers
as
well
as
assisting
before,
Taf o, Texas, arrived in Las Vegas Satto secure employment in order that
will
remain
here
and'
urday evening
they might keep their children and not
us visitors for several days.
be
obliged to turn them over as wards
of
Mrs. William Coer and. children
"Deer Trail, Colo., arrived in the city of the home. ,
lats night and will be visitors for sevThe Best Cough Medicine
eral days on their way home from Ari"I have used Chamberlain's Cougt
zona,
Remedy ever since I have been keep
Mrs. J. W. Crumpacker of Omaha, ing house," says L. C Haraes, of Mar
Neb., will leave tomorrow for her bury, Ala. '"I consider it one of th
I ever used. My chil
Siome. Mrs. Crumpacker has been the best remedies
dren have all taken It and it work;
Kuest of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Mills for like a charm. For colds, and whoop
the past several weeks.
ing cough it is excellent." For salf
by all dealers. Adv.
J. W. Randolph the famous hynotic v.
'
last
Las
in
arrived
Vegas
night
artist,
tor a short business visit. He is trav MEETING OF CUSTOM CUTTERS
Washington, Feb. 2. Delegates and
eling with a troupe of players, who
will be here this week and appear at visitors from many cities of the United. States and Canada are arriving
the Browne theate.
in Washington to attend the annual
C. S. James, treasurer for the Colo
of the International Assoconvention
rado and Southern Railway company,
Custom Cutters. The conciation
of
passed through Las Vegas yesterday vention will
begin tomorrow and con
afternoon in his private business car
tinue
until
Saturday.
m his way to Denver from Calliornia,
where he has been on a short busings
Colds, constipations and headache
visit.
are
three common afflictions and reH. E. Fell, formerly trainmaster for
the constipation helps the
lieving
llm Santa Fe Railway company at. Ra- cold and stops the headache. Use
ton, came in yesterday afternoon from Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
Pueblo for a short visit with hlw wife are very prompt and thoroughly
with absolutely no unpleasand daughter, who are visiting Mrs. cleansing,
ant effects. A wbole bottle full for
'Fells' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles 25 cents. O. G. Schaeferand Red Cross
Tammei
Drug Store. Adv.
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So Afflicted

Child

NEGLECT
Should

COLD

Have

mediate Care and Proper
cal Attention.

MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

2, 1914.
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Peoples Bank and Trust Co.

n

PROGRAM

CAPITAL, 3114,000.00

P

O'MALLEY ARRANGES GOOD FIS
TIC ENTERTAINMENT FOR
TOMORROW NIGHT

Courteous Treatment Accorded All Customers
Loans Money on Real Esta-tPersonal a.nd Colla.tera.1 Security

Medi- -

FEATURE OE

Those contagious colds, and most
colds are contagious, should be cared
for from the start, Bays a writer in
Wallace's Farmer. Keep the child on
a light diet for a day or so; if he is
weak; keep him In bed, and have him
use antiseptic gauze for a handkerchief. Burn these handkerchiefs and
avoid the danger of spreading the disease farther.
Do not let & child with a bad cold
sleep with a' well child; get a bottle
of eucalyptus and put on the pillow
or nightgown to be .inhaled through
the night. This is also a good preventive If used In time. If s, handkerchief strongly scented with eu:
calyptus is held to the mouth and
nose in a crowd where grip germs are
likely to be found, the danger of contagion is greatly lessened. The odor
is rather pleasing, and some parents
have their children use It continually
during the season of colds.
Have the victim of a bad cold use a
separate towel; the use of the antiseptic gauze as a towel is an excellent
plan; and teach him to be careful.
The old joke: "What is the result of
a cough?
A coffin." has too much
truth in it to be funny. "Only a cold"
many people say, but the cold Is a
jerious matter if neglected. Two
health hints children should be taught
early: To use a disinfectant on every
wound, no matter how slight; and to
get rid of a cold as quickly as pos-

Raited without

TO CONCILIATE
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When they are Just right, the old fashNORTH OF IRELAND
ioned
buckwheat cakes are just
But
fine.
it takes a skillful hand to get
them "just right" and many housewives do
MEMBERS
CABINET
not want to be bothered with a bowl of BRITISH
REDjbatter standing around ail the time. Made
HOLD CONFERENCE;
after this recipe, buckwheat cakes are as
MOND TO ASSIST
good as any you ever ate and much superior to those made with
flour.
London, Feb, 2. John P. Redmond,
Made with K C double 'raise baking
the
Irish nationalist leader, and Aulast
of
batter
the
the
will
make
powder,
just as light cakes as the first
gustine Birrell, chief secretary for
yeast-raise- d

:

Everything ia in readiness for the
big battle tomorrow night at .the Dun
can opera house, when Tommy
O'Rourke and Pierce Matthews are
to meet in a
go. The pre
liminaries have been arranged for the
evening's sport, and the entire pro
gram will be a great fistic entertain
ment.
Judging by the advance sale of tickets and the enthusiasm that has been
aroused over the fight, the attendance
will be the largest seen at a bout here
since the first staged last year. The
fans have awakened to the fact that
this fight will be a fast go.
O'Rourke and Matthews say they
areola! the best of condition for the
battle, Both are confident of victory,
and a hard battle is '' expected.
O'Rourke worked out yesterday afternoon before a number of fans, and
boxed
several rounds. He went
sible.
through other heavy work and showed himself to be a topnotcher.
ENOUGH
HAVE
Matthews boxed' at the Pastime
OF DIVORCE
pool hall at 3 o'clock yesterday before
Couple With Strange Experience Vow a large audience and was equally
That They Never Will Seek
popular. It is said that his admirers
Another.
are offering two to one bets on their

themselves in second place In the
leagua. TheSheepherders beat the
Evil Eyes 6 to 2. Next Saturday the
Hiawandas play the Harmless Ones
and the Sheepherders go against the
Valley mounts.

1I2IIAL

TEA1IS

PLAY

WILL

JNSANTA
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GIRLS' AND BOYS' AGGREGATIONS
WILL MEET CAPITAL CITY
HIGHS

Professor O. L. Hargrove of the New
Mexico Normal University this morn

ing announced that Friday night at
Santa Fe the boys' and girls' basketball squads of the university will play
against the two teams of the Santa Fe
High school. The Normal teams will
leave here Friday morning and will re
turn Saturday night.
These games are causing consider
able Interest, as the records of both
instiutions Bhow that the contests will
be evenly matched. The Santa Fe
girls' team wpn from the High school
here by a close margin, but was short
two of its star players. The
girls defeated the High school girls
by a large margin and thus the clashing of the Santa Fe and Normal girls,
teams should be a contest of consid
erable Interest and speed.
The Santa Fe boys lost to the High
school here and the Normal team lost1
to the: same school by an equally
large margin. Thus it may bw pre
dicted that the boys' game will be
evenly matched.
The Normalites are confident of victory and will continue hard practice
for the games.

at long range, but was superior J to
Campi in mixing. Every round up to
the ninth was either even or in Cam-pi'- s
favor.
In the ninth Williams showed to
advantage. In the next two rounds the
fighting was even. The twelfth had
scarcely begun when Williams rushed
his man to one' corner, and after a
little infighting, sent home the left to
the solar plexus which ended the battle.

KANSAS

e

Nc-rma-l

semi-windu- p

--

steers ?6.258.25;

WILL

heifers $6.758.75; stockers and feed- era ?6.508.25; bulls $5.507.75;
calves $6.5011.
HOPPE TO DEFEND TITLE
New York, Feb. 2 Before a select
Sheep, receipts 12,do0. market stca-dLambs $7.257.80;
yearlings
gathering of followers of the green
$6 . 25 6 ,30; . wethers
table sport Willie Hoppe, the balk-lin- e
$S.255.85;
billiard champion 'of the" world, will ewes $5f.50.
defend his 18.2 balkline title against
George Sutton, the Chicago cue ex'
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
pert, in a match at ''the Hotel Astor
showed
Feb.
Chicago,
over"' S 'inonth
tomorrow night
each of the principals' has !ibeenrtrain-balklin- firmness today becausof a reduction
AusHe has,, successfully de-h- e of the estimated surplus crop iri
for-as
a
tralia
and
result
of
prospects
will have to undergo In the match.
wave.
cold
Moreover, signs pointed
Neither can say anything after the
contest about not being in condition to a falling off in the United States
as each has been doing gteat Tvork' in visible supply, and the traders be'
' lieved that a rally was due after a
the way of preparation.
holds
both' the professional three days' break. Prices started the
Hoppe
same as Saturday night to
up anil
titles
for 18.1 and 18.2
championship
all
around.
The
a
scored
moderate
gain
balk-lin.
He has Successfully de
to
net higher.
fended both against'the foremost of close was firm
Corn advanced rather Bharply on
the American experts' and this has led
the lovers of the art of carroms to account of the outlook for wintry
Country offerings were
ask one anothei if he is not Invin- weather.
'The opening, which was uncible. The condition of affairs is re- light.
to VsV4. higher, was followgarded as similar to that which pre- changed
a
ed
by
general upturn. The close
20
vailed some 15 or
years ago, when was
up com
unchanged to
steady,
Ives
all
of
the
swept
"Napoleon"
with
night.
pared
Saturday
championships into his bag. None of
In oats, the tendency was to hardthe veterans of that day, not even
en
with other grain. Business, though,
"Wizard" Schaefer or "Student" Slos-sodid not have much volume.
wrest
could
the titles from Ives.
strength,
Steadiness,, more than
As a consequence there was a slump
waa
characterized
Suppore
pro1sions.
in professional matches, which pre
at
an
advance
tha
fair,
despite
vailed until Ives' death. Followers of only
2!4
sales
from
varied
First
yards.
the game are wondering whether or
lower to an equal gain, with later
not Hoppe Is to repeat the page of
to keep within that
billiard history which Ives wrote in prices inclined
The closing sales were:
range.
his day.
Wheat, Mar 93; 3u1y 88.
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Buckwheat Cakes

By Mm. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor" b
the Boatqn Cooking School Magazine.
1 cap buckwheat

Jlour;
4?

level

it

table-spoonf-

:

ul

sugar;
teanpoon-fuL-

s

K C Baking
J'mvder; JJ cups
oldwaUir;i tea
spoonful salt.

Sft together, three times, the flour, mgar,
ait and baking powderi ttit the water in all
at once and bake on a hot, well oiled griddle. Hiir-- wheat flour call for a generous
measure of baktiiff powder. Part miifc may
be used to mix the cakes but water give
quite as good results.
A delicious "spread" for griddle cakes it
made by creaming; together about twice
u
much honey (either comb or strained) as
butter. Work it up whh a fork to about
the consistency of hard sauce.
.
Eeatiers of this paper may obtain "Hie
Cook's Book" containing this and 89 other
delirious recipes free by sending the colored
can of
picked in every
fjruhctte
K. C
tothe liquet Mfc. Co.
Chicago, Siri'lfor'TheCwk'sEoof'tpaay.'

Ireland, were closeted with Premier
Asquith at his official residence in
bowsing street, this afternoon, and it
was understood that the government
had determined "to make another effort to (COncljCtato. Ulster before the
heated debates in parliament fan into
flame the admittedly dangerous situation' lu the northern province of
Ireland.
It is .generally thought that Mr.
Redmond holds the keiy to the position, and It "is pointed out In some
quarters that if he is willing to go
to the same lengths as Premier Asquith and tlhe jm embers of his cabiadvance in order to
net are ready
of Ireland, the
north
the
placate
threats 6f ""fiVifwar in that country
can be averted.
would not be
UnioniKts s.ty ihf-ARqu,,h ridsurprised i '
: :11
the
home 'rule
a
for
'"ie
ing
bill Is a vj re; hsi in cam the Irish
leader should refuse to make the concessions considered neccesary by
them.
',

Pn-mie- r

B.iking-powde-

SubscriDS for Th

Cpas.
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New Use for Quinine.
Possibly hydrophobia mav be cured
with quinine. It did not seem nossi- ble, until Dr. Noguchl of the Rocke
feller Institute defined the minute
germ of the disease, which he was
the fixst to propagate la srtifleial
as prolwtly a protoaoon. Quinine kills the gvrta cf malaria, which
belongs to the ..family of protozoa.
though it ulil not attack bacterial
germs, among which that cf nhlm
was formerly classed. In the current
Journal of the Aftwriean Medical association Dr. D. h. Harris of St. Loafs
:ives a detailed report of an apparent
ure of hydrophobia by mean of tits
ckI-ture-

filarial specific.

according to an announcement made
this morning. "
Thisj game will be the biggest event
of the season, and is expected to be
the best contest ever staged here. The
university at Albuquerque claims to
have the fastest team in its history,
which means considerable, as it has
almoys maintained a fast squad. The
quality of the locals Is already known.
The Y. M. C, A. team may go to
Santa Fe prior to the game with Albuquerque, but arrangement has not been

Finish wrestling match between tion.
Waldk Zbyszko and Karl Lemle, at

Gas in the stomach or bowels is a
symptom of a torpid
disagreeable
Thursday
To get rid of it quickly take
liver.
Opening of annual automobile show HERBINB.
It Is a marvelous liver
in Los Angeles, Cal.
stimulant and bowel purifier; Price
50c. Sold by Oentral Drug Co. Adv.
Friday
Annual meeting of intercollegiate
MOORS ARE DeFEATED
football rules committee,' at New
York.
Tetuan, Morocco, Feb. 8. Hundreds
Annual' Indoor meet' of First Regi- of Moorish tribesmen fell in a tubbornly
battle with Spanish
ment Athieti association, at Boson.
'
"
'"
r. iiiy
"i
south
troops on Friday at
Saturday
'
'""
made. ;
Annual indoor meet of Boston Ath- or this; town.'. The Spanish reported
their "own losses today as four offiletic association, at Boston.
cers
and 22 men killed and officers
THE KIDS' DAY
championEuropean speed skating
and 116 men wounded.
Saturday was Kids' day at the Y. ships begin in Berlin.
M. C. A. and it certainly was a bu9y
The battle began at an early hour
Annual carnival of Canadian Snow-sho- e
one. At 9 a. m.' the smaller ones
Union, at SiWrbrooks, Quebec.
came for their gymnasium and swim
Opening of annual show of Cincin- Moors fnally were forced to retreat,
and were immediately followed by nati Automobile Trade association.
leaving a large proportion of their
number dead or wounded in the field.
the intermediates.
The student boxball tournament Is
WILLIAMS BEATS CAMPf
TfW"L
COOK CTS t
Los Angeles, Feb. 2. "Kid" Wilrunning along at a good rate now and
2
there are a number of the teams liams of Baltimore, knocked out Eddie
Denwr,
r'( ir Ch i, u i
J
f r i
On Campi of San Francisco, in the twelfth s( iti e f d "
counting on the championship.
"
"11
A.
l
i
P
in a
at
defeated
in
bout
the
round, of a Bthedulod
Saturday the
I p i v '
afternoon. ,1. Ll'iJ m V n(-- , v is f
Junior Whya "B" by the small margin Vernon arena Saturday
are
This is the second time Williams has trial by the state supreme i ft
of five pins. The
" '
t
Conk s ht'oriiPjS err i
in the tournament and expect to give defeated Campi. Both fought at. the &h
1
!
"A"
J
he
a gi.xd run for bantamweight limit, 116 pounds.
I,
ii tr
'ntV Hi''
the Junior-Why- s
Cam til and his manager asserted EemM a c "Hi
the lead.
.
),
ccmfi s m
.The Movie basketball league Jiail that the knockout blow, a vicious loft ai J fi it
1
. ti
. i
1
f:
and
both
two games Saturday night
hook to the stomach, was a foul, but
wore fast games. The Bangers won examination by physicians did not Ci ( K bhou' 1 1 n e 1 r
ate trsal. The cou-- t
over the Rattlesnakes by a Bir of substantiate tula.
13 to 6 anJ by so doing have placed
Williams showed to poor U'lvautase conk'ntion..
Boston.

Beni-Sale-

1

rl

1

Corn,

Oats,
Pork,
Lard,
Ribs,

1

i

i

1

i
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

e

'TJadi-r-mih-

lt hn,

rr

(

if,

"

66;
39;

May
July
July
May
May $21.50.
May $11.05; July $11.20.
May $11.52; July $11.67.

New York, Feb. 2. A brisk recovery
followed the early decline in prices today, and by noon most of the leading
stocks were on a level with the previous close or slightly above. Tlie
break in the Rock Island securities
was the principal factor in the downward movement.
Reports that dividends would bo suspended on Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific stocks, which is security for
the Rock Island collateral bonds, accompanied the slump in ail of the old
and new Rock Island issues, jfrea-sur- e
was lifted later on denial that
the company was suffering from financial embarrassment;
Rock island
stocks made up part of thoir losses,
and the general list advanced.
The drop In American Telephone 8x 3
sympathetic weakness of Western
Union were'associated with the recommendation of the postmaster general
for government acquisition of the wli
companies. Bonds were Irregular. .
Cessation of foreign Belllnir, which
amounted to 85,000 shares,
enabled
the market to rise further, but the im
provement naa naitea warn American
Telephone began to break again. American Telephone' lost' f6Ur JoMi'"'
Canadian Pacific also Tee'ani6 henvy.-'''Thmarket' closed ieEife.
by extensive short covering m
list fell off readily in Jlie
when .professional pressure 'was &vr
plied more vigorously. Offerings cf
long stock increased among the popu
lar snares, ana mere was an a:
haIt to h& cll(i,e opera!iona ia
specialties.
Standard stocks relarsed to t
lowest figures under the coai'.tinftt
fluence of unfavorable railroad
llqniu i on cf luestmoct
ip
wed
rd
ir d ft
1"
U5

1

i

'

ows $4.25'7-50- ;

'.

JOINT

UNIVERSITY

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Feb. 2. Hogs, receipts
,000. Market 10 cents higher. Bulk
J8.258.55; heavy $8.458.60; pack
ers and butchers $8.358.5S; lights
?8.208.45; pigs $77.75.
Cattle, receipts 11,000. Market stear
dy. Prime fed steers $8.60(3 9.25;
dressed beef steers $7.258.50; wesk
ern steers $6.758.50;
southern

man.
Divorced from each other three
The preliminaries for the battle
to
drift back again into
times, only
each other's company, finally remarry- will be fast. The curtain raiser, a
go between Jack Rabbit and
ing for the fourth time, is the story
of the Indiana man and woman who Willie Falch, the pride of The Optic,
obtained a license to rewed. The will be an interesting go, as both
man Is Robert Slate, thirty-ninyears boys are anxious to win fame In this
old, of Vevay, lnd., and the woman
game. The winner of this first bout
is Mrs. Madge Slate, twenty-nin- e
will be offered anotner fight for the
years old, at present of this city.
"Have you been married before?" next main attraction', which will be
was the question put to them by the between the winner of the O'Rourke
license clerk this afternoon. Both ad- Matthews fight and Stanley Yoakum
mitted that they had been married
both boys are anxious
to each other three times before. Consequently
to win.
Slate also admitted that he had been
will be between
The
married to two other women and diIn
comer
a
fast
the
lightweight di
vorced.
They said they had signed
an agreement never to seek another vision and Young Duran, a fighter of
divorce.
considerable ability. This bout, prom
"I guess there was a little too much ises to be interesting as well as a
haste on both sides, but this time we real exhibition of boxing.
expect the wedding knot to stick,"
It was announced here yesterday
said Slate. Cincinnati .(Ohio) Disa number of fans from Raton
that
New
York
to
the
Sun.
patch
will make the trip to, tills city tomor
row to witness the bout. In addition
Thing Never Paid For.
Anyone who does his work well or to this aggregation fans from Santa
CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
gets satisfaction out of it, puts him- Fe and Albuquerque are expected.
THE COMING WEEK
self Into it. Moreover he does things They likewise will arrive here tomorthat he cannot be given credit for, row.
LEAGUE CLUB OWNERS
finishes parts that no one else will
Promoter O'Malley has arranged to
notice. Even a mediocre amateur mu
Monday
sician knows that the best parts of have an orchestra at the opera house
of passenger motor car
TO HOLD
Opening
fJEET
his playing, his personal tributes to for the benefit of the fans, and to
the genius of the composer whom he play during the intermissions between show, Buffalo, N. Y.
Joe Mandot vs. Frank Whitney, 10
plays, are heard by no one but him- the three fights.
AMERtCAN AND NATIONAL MAGrounds
at New Orleans.
self and "the God of things as they
It. will be one of the best battles
vs. Joe Shugrue, 10
are." There might be bitterness in
Griffith
NATES WILL BE IN NEW YORK
Johnny
the thought that in our work we get ever staged here, according to the rounds at Akron, O.
NEXT WEEK
are
paid or praised only for what is not promoter, and the fans who
Sam Robideau vs. -- Kid" Kansas, 10
particularly ours, while the work that watching the fighters closely, and a rounds at
.,.
New York, Feb.
the club
Youngstown, 0.
we put our hearts into Is not recog- large audience is expected.
10
vs.
owners of the National league meet
Jack
Geyer,
Porky Flynn
nized or rewarded. But in the strugin this city next week, for the annual
rounds at New York.
gle for spiritual existence ws adapt
scheduled, meeting, magnates of the
ourselves to the unappreciative fea..Tuesday
tures of our environment and learn
Willie Hopps vs. George Sutton, for American league will all be in town
to look elsewhere for recognition. We
18.2 balkline championship, at New and It is probable that a joint meet
do not expect people to pay us for our
York.
ing of the directing forces of the two
best We look to the approval of
PLAY
of annual St. Valentine's organizations will be held. If slch a
Opening
conscience, to the light of our ideal
'
golf tournament at Pinehurst, N. C.
meeting is held it will be the first
seen more clearly when our work Is
10
time on record that magnates of the
Jim Savage vs. Jack Dunn,
good, or to the Judgment of God. Our
two big leagues have met in Joint conterms differ more than our tenden- Y. M. C. A. GETS A REPLY FROM rounds at New York.
'
'
cies. The essential point is that for
ference.
."jii.-THE STATE SCHOOL IN ALBUWednesday
'
Asnew Federal
appreciation of our best work we look
the
of
of
Fanciers'
The activity
Annual bench show
QUERQUE
to a judge more just and
sociation of Indiana, at Indianapolis. league Is said to bitho subject upperthan our paymaster. Richard C.
most in the minds of the club owners
basketball
state
The
championship
Opening off annual show of St.
Cabot, in the Atlantic.
SL
the big leagues,' and a joint conof
to
Uni
automobile
the
between
be
Joseph,
game,
dealers,
played
ference was suggested for the purpose
versity of New Mexico and the local Mo.
Beneficial Exercise,
Annual tournament of Ohio State of discussing a plan of campaign
Exercise to be beneficial must do Y. M. C. A. team, Is scheduled to come
outlaw organizathese things:
off here on the night of February 20, Bowling association opens in Toledo. against the

1. It must slightly Increase the
strength and force of the heart beat,
so as to Improve the circulation and
do away with any tendency to sluggishness.
2. It must slightly quicken' and
deepen the breathing rate so that
more pore air Is drawn Into the lunes
and less impure air Is left behind.
a. It must stimulate Into normal ac
tivitytthe myriads of elands in the
skin hose uty it Ja to rid the body
ui
parlor me, poisonous suostances
constantly being formed within us.
Practically any exercise, if carried
out with the correct degree of moder
ation, will accomplish these results
and so deserves the term "beneficial
exercise.!!
The trouble is that in
dulged past moderation, almost every
form of exercise can do mor harm
than good.

i
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e

keen-sighte- d

T8TO
BueWheat Cakes
"
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Ot'fico
N. M., January 22, 1914.
Titcuraoari,
'
KOTICE 18 HEREBY GIVEN: That
lie State of New Mexico, under and
I y virtue of the act of Congress approved Juno 0, 1910, hereby malcea
application for the within describe!
unappropriated, unreserved, and
public lands, for the benefit
of the University. Said lands being
situated in the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more part:
ticularly described as follows,

VEQA8 DAILY OPT.'C, MONDAY, FEBRUARY

2, 1914.
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CAPITAL

PAID IN

it

CHAPMAN

I

ID. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

,

t.

Rng. Mer.
25B N. M.
25E N1. M.
25E N.M.
25E N. M.
total area of 200 acre.

ot Tracts

Sec,

W4SE-

19
29
30
33

KENW
3ME'4SE
5HSW
"Comprising

a

Twp.
12N
12N
12N
12N

persons wishing to ' protest
against eelectlon by the State of New
.Mexico of the tracti of land above
tmentioned, must file their protests
against the said selection In this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
Register.
All

IJMTISFiESX

PAID

OTSI

TIJMK:

COLUM

DEPOSITS

RATES

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
-

-

WM. G. HA TOON

Recommends
Minister
Methodist
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Rev. James A. Lewis, Milaca, Minn.,
writes: "Chamberlain's Cough Rem-xl- y
has been a needed and welcome
jrwst in our home for a number of
years. I highly recommend It to my
fellows as being a medicine worthy of
trial in cases of colds, coughs and
rroup." Give Chamberlain's Cough
Itemedy a trial and we are confident with the National Electrical Contractyou will find It very effectual and ors' association.
continue to use it as occasion requires
for years to come, as many others
How Is Your Boiler?
have done. Tor eale by all dealers.
It has been etated that a man's
Adv.
stomach Is his boiler, his body is bis
and his mouth the fire box. Is
engine
CONTRACTORS TO ORGANIZE
your boiler (stomach) In good workWaterloo, la., Feb. 2. Electrical ing order or is it bo weak that it will
contractors from nearly all of the lead not stand a full load and not able to
the needed energy to your ening cities and towns of Iowa gathered supply(body) ? It you have any trouble
gine
in convention here today for the pur with your stomach Chamberlain's Tabpose of forming a state association lets will do you good. They strengthThe new organization will be affiliated en and invigorate the stomach and

.

President
.Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid On Deposits

.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPT

C

ID GET

ATTOUNEYS

JACAZINE PRftC

CALLY

Las Vegas,

New Meil

DR. F.

East Bound
Arrive
2
4
8

10....

B.

HUXMANN

Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1J
East Las Veeas. New Mexico

ki i

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.

23
E. A. JONES'

W. W. BOWERS.

one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity.
being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is taken internal-ly- .
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing Its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials. '
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toi
ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggi&ts, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation. Adv.
Oa-'tar-

The National Sportsman

The Woman's Home Companion
McClures
n

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Win. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W, Condon,
Secretary.

Arrive

1....
3

7....
9....
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FLOUR

a present for doing something
S
you 'd do wry
way when you
learn how Much

one coupon from
empress flour and
five
stamps
brings you the
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

I

SONS'&AA
STANDARD

SILVER
1

FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

3V

EMPRESS
can be tk--

tainea m in is cuy uom

ALL GROCERS
...20c

.

per 180 ibt
per 109 lbs
per 109 lit

25c

....30c

40c par 169 las
199 lbs

....50c per

-.

AG UA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Nataral Ice, tae Purity
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Laa Vegas Famous
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS
VCNUf

ft

3

"ft

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finder- d.

who MIGHT

searea eui in
BWY the partlcia

po"

vast t sail is
tsis aavspaper

That property roa
rouT property

i

EMPRESS

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR Ttdb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs Each Delivery

Claaslflea

Is

f you use

RETAIL PRICES

Alwavf Reliahl,

'

p. m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

Z. W

Laemmle, Clerk;

G,

ho reads the ada. ta

Jr

-i-

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl;
Love at Woodmen ol the World hal.
on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewars

those

U3

7

!

Visiting brothers are cordially 1&
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Chart)
Greenclay, Secretary.

Hi d and Oolu !ru.l!iV
with lUue KiltRi. V
".'$,
TtiUe Ho uthep, !?iy f ynu, V
Aikf..r !!! (II
11AMINI I'ltAMI ril.l.R. o, Hi

Jf re'

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

It 's giving you

m.

'IMV

b..

rillntn

m

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

day of the month in the vestry room
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock t

THE HIAMONIt nilAMl.
A
Walt
for
iHunKmd
r' joor

IBdl4-.

a. m.
p.

Depart

p. m
a. m
p. m.....
p. m

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

p. m.
p. nv

For YOU!

Meets second ant
fourth
Thursday
evening eacl
month at W. O. W. halL Visltin,
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary

RlHCHS'iLi.snLLS
feyrr-- v
jT'v.''
It.
K .'."

7:45
p. m.... .11:59
a. m
2:30
p. m..... 2:00
West Bound

B.

i

one

Depart

p. m

Cemetery Trustee.

Vlfiitlni
Local Deputy.
Professional Health Culture for Ladies Montague,
are especially welcooe a
members
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp cordially invited.
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiOF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
cure, Chiropody.
804. Meets second
and
NO.
CIL
Hotel Romalne
urtb Thursday In O. R. C. hall
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
Invited.
are
Richard Devine,
cordially
$100
$100 REWARD,
The readers of this paper will be G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
pleased to learn that there is at least

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

7:20
11:54
2:25
1:35

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54'
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue

Dentist

ij
n

LOCAL TIME CARD

L. O. O. MOOSE

Attorneys-at-La-

A GOOD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; p. o. No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO.
4. Meets every Mondav
evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All
visiting No.
brethren cordially Invited to attend. No.
J. Frlodenstine, N. G.; A, T. Rogers, No.
v. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No.
wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,

,

.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Honksi

;

.

ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

Far Satis

.

I

t,

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordial-

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fleru-manFOR SALE Bronze turkeys for breed'
Presidont; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Gobbler
two
and
purposes.
ing
'
hens for $10. Phone Mrs. Kate Tip 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
ton, Los Alamos.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

'
.

NUMBER, MAIN

For ilcnt

I

!

OPTIC

enable It to do its work naturally. 17 per cent. The commission's order
Many very remarkable cures of stom- for reduced express charges also reach trouble have been effected by
them. For sale by all dealers. Adv. quires the various express companies
to comply with some new regulations
FOR RENT Five room house, modfor Improved methods of service.
ern improvements. 906 Fourth St
BIG CUT IN EXPRESS RATES
accordance
a.
In
Feb.
Washington,
A scald, burn, or severe cut heals FOR RENT Cottage In desirable
with the recent order of the interstate
commerce commission lower express slowly if neglected. The family that
neighborhood, newly painted, paa bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
rates were put into effect today keeps
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
LINIMENT on hand is always prePhone Purple 6301.
throughout the country, The experts pared for euch accidents. Price 25c,
of the commission estimate that the 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by CenFOR RENT To lady or gentleman
reduction in charges averages about tral Drug Co. Adv.
employed, comfortable, furnished
.....
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.

"
!

vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary.

Reg-jksl-

'

.

.

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKIN3

ADVER-

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
concUvs .
A Tim-- "
No ad to occupy lees space than two
day In each month at Malines
All advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

,

CLASSIFIED

TISEMENTS

'

CAPITAL STOOit

TOR

AND CAFf

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 MeetB every
A. M. Regular comMonday night a
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are
each month.' Visiting dially welcome, j. c. Wertz, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. M,
M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

II

to-wi-

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

TOM
J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

1 100,000.00

non-sainer-
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"MOSQUITOES"

This Story Should Convince Skeptics
as to Size and Ferocity of tho
New Jersey Species.
A struggling young artist In New
York who, last summer, felt 111 and
despondent, decided that If he were

during the
coming winter, he must have a vacation in the country. Accordingly, he
repaired to a New Jersey reBort in
the hope of being able to obtain reduced rates.
"Well," said the old chap, who ran
the place, "I can't see why I should
take you for less money than the
ethers; but I tell you what I'll do.
iYou paint me a nice, fancy picture
f the hotel and grounds, and I'll give
you a month's board."
The young artist set cheerfully
about the task. In a short while he
submitted for his host's approval a
llghly idealized picture of theonelittle
of
liouse and its grounds. To
the outbuildings he had added a dovecote, round which several birds, which
the discerning: eye might have seen
were doves, were hovering.
The landlord didn't think much of
this effort. "The picture as a whole,"
aid he, "ain't half bad, but I can't
tand for these mosquitoes. You must
.paint them out, or the bargain's off.
They're calculated to scare folks off
Instead of attraction' them here."
Illustrated Sunday Magazine.

to accomplish anything

'SPECIAL ROPE FOR CLIMBERS
nrhose Used In the Alps Are Selected

for Strength, Reliability and
Lightness.

The rope used by Alpine climbers le
lot special manufacture, combining as
ar as possible the different qualities
f strength, flexibility and lightness.
Three qualities are in general use;
heing made from sisal, Italian and
Manila hemps respectively, and occa
sionally, when cost is not a consldera
tion, of silk. The latter, though very
light and strong, is not so durable as
the others. That which finds most fa
Tor among British mountaineeers is
known as Buckingham's Alpine rope
It is made of the best Manila hemp.
In the year 1864 a committee of the
Alpine club made tests upon a numbei
of ropes suitable for mountaineering
Of the two that were approved one
was made of Italian hemp and the
other of Manila. They both had t
breaking strain of two tons and sus
mat
tained the weight of a
after falling from a height of ten feet
have sometimes
considered this insufficient, but it if

highly problematical
man anatomy could
den compression of
ing from any greater
azine.

whether the hu
survive the sud
a thin rope aris
fall. Fry's Mag

False Teeth an Italian Invention.
No doubt the statement of a firm o'
manufacturers that they sell over 12,
000,000 false teeth a year, is well
founded, since everyone uses them
these days. It seems, however, to re

,

MEN

SPEED, THE

TEACH THE

One day in New York I was complimenting an example of America!

o

FINANCING

DUTCH

A

CITY

Amsterdani Owns Most of Her Publlo
Utilities, Yet Her Municipal
Debt Is Low.

London. The city of Amsterdam
owns the gas, water, and electricity
works, the street railroads, the telephone system, many of the docks and
l
a large amount of ground in the
business section, which is leased
cen-tra-

for building purposes. Considering all
this valuable property, the municipal
debt, which stood at $50,625,146 on
January 1, 1913, is not high for a city
of 591,000 population. The oeDt was
reduced last year by $1,200,000. The
annual interest ranges from 2Vi to 4
per cent
The receipts and expenditures of
the city for 1914 are officially esti
mated a $15,649,811, an lucrease of
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The Pope Remembered.
In that distant time when he was
only a humble priest at Tombolo, Pius
X., then Giuseppo Sarto, dispensed in
charity all the meager emoluments of
his office. It once happened thai
when his purse was empty he borrowed from his vicar some sums tc
meet a pressing need. Then Giuseppe
Sarto, called suddenly to anothei
charge, forgot to pay to his vicai
three lires that he owed to him
Time passed, Giuseppe Sarto was
named pope. He had forgotten his
debt. Recently an old priest came tc
kneel at the feet of the holy father
It was the old vicar of Tombolo. The
pope recognized his voice, and at the
same moment' he remembered the
three lires so obligingly lent him
The pope then caused to be given to
the old man from his private purse
500 lires, and named him for an important curacy. Only sovereign pon
tiffs can pay such interest! Le Cri
de Paris.
Due Warning.
As illustrating the remarkable re
sults sometimes obtained by the mode
of expression so much In vogue by
a certain class of darkies in the south,
Senator John Sharp Williams tells of

'

a handbill, announcing that a "colored
picnic" would be held in a grove near

Famous Amsterdam Landmark.

nearly

OLDi

$800,000

1913.

do-ta- g

Mobile.
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SUCCESS

Every mother knows how easy it is
for a child to become discouraged during the first weeks of school.
"I wish," said a most successful
teacher to a mother one "first" day,
"that I had all the mothers here instead of the children this morning.
"Yes, I mean that the forty mothers, I would like to tell them Just one
thing the difference between' success
and failure.
"In the school room as well as elsewhere the difference Is just a difference of attitude.
"No general ever won a victory who
did not go on the battlefield, deter
mined to win.
"In the home Is where we form our
habits," she continued, "and the habit
of success Is not a difficult one to
form.
"The most Important thing for the
mother to do Is to believe in her child,
see that his tasks are such that he
can do, and then openly recognize his
success.
"No child who has had such home
training ever makes many failures In
his life. To teach this idea of success
necessitates
continuous Individual
work In many cases, and a thorough
comradeship with the child.
"At the end of the month," she said,
smiling hopefully over the roomful of
workers, "I will know them all, but
until then yes, I wish I had the mothers here this morning." Pittsburgh
Dispatch.

An author was asked how his new
est book was selling. "I am afraid it
Isn't a very good book," he replied
dubiously, "it is selling pretty well.''
Emerson Is credited with the advice
not to read a book until It is ten years
old. Whether the dictum is held to
flatter that sage or slander him, It U
a safe rule for fiction.. What reader
who chews a mental cud has not felt
a sinking of the heart on overhearing
some misguided soul profeBS to be
"keeping up with the current fiction?"
But the rule is not so safe in othei
kinds of reading. The clergyman W'hc
reads only theology ten years old it
known by his sermons; the scholai
who reads only criticism ten years
old is back with the, dust; the journalist or politician who read onlj
history ten years old would soon be
promoted to the job of sweeping out
the office. Some men lose their
unless they are at least 2C
years ahead of their time; these are
they who think new books fastei
than authors can write them. Some
men find it all they can do to keep
up with the procession; these are
they who read the significant books
as fast as they appear. And some
have no faith in a book unless it is

L

i,
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Matter of Reading Has Long Been
Point of Dispute Between
Authorities.

A
f

NEW

CHILD

Experienced School Teacher Makes a
Suggestion to the Mothers
of Her Pupils.

foi

architecture to an American architect
of great talent. "Yes, yes," he an
swered with a touch of satire, "my
fellow countrymen weuld willingly
spend a hundred millions of dollai(
to build a church as beautiful as St
Mark's in Venice, but they would con
mand me, as a condition of the work,
to finish it .within 'eighteen months."
That is a significant phrase. How is
It possible to beautify a world whicli
in transformation,
is incessantly
wherein nothing is stable, and which
wishes to multiply everything it pos
sesses buildings, as it would furnl
ture? To create beautiful palaces, tc
construct beautiful furniture, to at
tain the distant ideal of perfection
time is essential time and wise deliberation, reasonable limitation of the
multiplicity of human demands, and t
certain stability in taste. No one
could have built St. Mark's or Notn
Dame in 18 months, and France couli
not have created her famous decora
tlve styles of the eighteenth centurj
If public taste had been so fickle at
ours, and If everybody at that tim
had wished to change his furniture
every ten years. Guglielmo Ferrero
In the Atlantic.

over the estimate for
Receipts and expenditures are
always estimated at the same amount.
More than a third of the receipts
come from taxes; more than a fifth
from the municipal undertakings (gas,
electricity, street cars, water etc.),
and from rent of ground ' owned by
the city and let on long leases to
owners of buildings thereon, these
two sources contributing more than
half the receips.
The largest expense item, $3,500,000,
Is for interest and payments on prin
v
Widow's Three Tests.
of debt; the next largest is $2,- A smart widow at a country house cipal
for educational
purposes;
800,000
was telling the other day that there
and the support of charit
relief
poor
which
courses
were three
through
able instituting take $1,200,000, while
every woman Bhould put a man before
street lighting, and fire departhe married him. These were eating, police,
ment together take about the same.
"A
man's
laugh
and
kissing.
laughing
tells a lot," she said. "If it is hearty Not
P.esponBible for Husband's Debts,
ind merry he is good tempered; If loud
Union Hill, N. J. Mrs. Albert Spraand empty it means ha lacks feeling.
berow of this city advertised in a local
Beware of a greedy man. It will be a
paper that she would not be responsi
case of 'feed the brute all the time
ble for debts contracted by her huswas
the
to
And, according
her, kissing
band.
She explained that her hus
most important test of all.
band will not support her and that
she advertised because she did not
Took Prizes In Plowing.
want him to borrow money in her
a few days after the new farmer name.
had purchased a horse from a thrifty
Scot he returned in an angry mood
Collie Dog Mothers Pigs.
"You told me this horse had won half
Sidney, O. Four pigs and seven of
a dozen matches against some of the her own puppies are being mothered
best horses in the country. He cun't by a collie owned by Judge Thomp
trot a mile in six minutes to save him- son. Tke mother of the pigs died and
self. You lied to me!" he denounced tin
to raise her offspring by
"I didna lie. It was in plowln' matches the attempt
bottle method failed. All are
he took sax prizes," calmly replied
well under the dog's cara.
CUudy.

SLOGAN

Kansas City, Mo. A number of he
roes are apt to be thrown out of jobs,
according to Dr. C. S. Venable of San
Antonio, Tex., who spoke on "The Use
of Pigskin in Grafting," before the
Medical Association of the Southwest
recently in session here.
Doctor Venable, an authority on
skin grafting, said the skin of the
young pig is the best material available for such operations. He said:
'It is eVen better than human skin.
Records show that only about fifty per
cent of the skin grafted from a person
other than the patient takes. " The
percentages of takes from other animals, including the rabbit, frog, cat,
dog, chicken and guinea pig, all, of
which have been used, is only about
thirty-twper cent Their organisms
are too frail to stand the strain. In
experiments covering three years 1
to one
have shown that seventy-fiv- e
hundred per cent of the pigskin
grafted to human beings takes.
"Had surgeons known of the value
of pigskin, William Rugh, the Gary
newsboy who gave his life to save that
of a girl he had never seen, would be
alive today. Reba Hainds, who owes
a debt of gratitude to one hundred
Kansas Citians, might owe her debt
to several young porkers.
'Cell conditions, especially with ref
erence to their hardihood and rapidity
of growth, are the primary factors in
skin grafting. My experiments show
that when a pig is Injured, ever
though it lives 'in the filthiest of conditions, its wounds heal more rapidly
than those of any other living thing.
'In a pig of from two to six months
old the cells show the greatest resistance power. I etherize the animal,
carefully clean the skin, shave it off
below the hair foicles and graft By
shaving It in this way the danger of
bristles on the new body is obviated.
The new skin is about the same thick
ness and texture as human skin, and
serves as an excellent substitute."

-
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AMERICAN

Foreigner Criticizes the Desire
HasteCharacterlstic of the
United States.

Music to Lure Fish.

Two Pennsylvania disciples of Izaak
Walton have just Invented a musi
cal minnow for bass fishing. The new
device is described as a wooden min
now, and Instead of the usual spinnei
In front there is carved out the face
of a pretty girl. In front of the face
(s a miniature electric light, the pow
er for which is furnished by a dry bat
tery carried in the pocket of the fish
ermen, to throw light on the bait
which hangs on the under side.
The minnow is painted red, anr
within it ia a tiny musical box, the
playing of which is regulated by the
fisherman before he casts his line
The inventors say they adopted the
Idea because they have found while
fishing that bass are attracted by the
ringing of a cow bell. Evening Stan
dard.

ON

Best Material for Certain Operations,
Says Physician Before Medical
Association.

call to memory the fact that the us
of artificial teeth is Just a little ovei
a hundred years old.
The first successful maker was Gius
sepangelo Fonzl, an Italian dentist
who started practice in Paris in 1798
and, thanks to his skillful treatment
of Lucien Bonaparte, soon made hi
way. After years of experiment he
discovered the substance from which
artificial teeth are still made, and re
ceived the gold medal of the French
Academy of Science. One of the earll
est persons fitted with false teeth was
the empress of Russia. After Water
loo Fonzl migrated to London, ana
then to Madrid, where Ferdinand VII
of Spain, rewarded him with a yearlj
pension of a thousand ducats for 9
set of false teeth.

.

PIGSKIN

GRAFTS
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY

FOR THE

TOTS

Game That Will Keep Them Interested During the Long Evenings
of the Winter.
Now that the evenings are drawing
In, the children will want some new
game to play after supper Is over.
FamThey will all enjoy the "Cut-Ou- t
ily Game," which is played as follows:
Get a big pile of illustrated Journals,
catalogues and picture papers, and
pair of
give each child a
scissors, a large sheet of newspaper or
brown paper, and a pot of paste or a
packet of pins.
Then read or tell them some simple
life not a fairy
little tale of every-datale
story, but an ordinary, every-daof boys and girls and their fathers
and mothers. As you go along, stop
from time to time, and let the children
hunt through the illustrated books for
pictures to suit the occasion.
Perhaps you will begin in this way:
"Once upon a time there was a little
girl called Susie. She was seven years
old and she had long, curly hair. Now,
look through your books and find a
picture of Susie." .
Then the children will spend five
happy minutes in finding Susie, cut
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ting her out, and fastening her at the
top of the blank sheet As the tale
continues the sheet will become full
of portraits of the different people
whom Susie met, the pet animals she
had, and so on.
It will take an hour or more to fill
a sheet, and the children will be qui
etly and happily occupied all th time.
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Tom Burrows, the champion club
swinger, Just failed Saturday night at
Earl's court to complete 100 hours of
continuous club swinging.
He began his task at 7:10 Tuesday
evening.
Saturday morning he developed sprain of the right ankle. He
was compelled to throw the weight of
his body on his left leg, and It was
the additional pain and fatigue consequent on this that led to his collapse
8:45.

During the evening it wbs clear that
he was near the limit of his powers
of endurance. Two army doctors who
were in attendance decided to allow
him to fall asleep in the ordinary
course of nature, rather than risk a
mental shock by stopping him forci
bly. Thus he was allowed to tottei
along until he lurched against a ta
ble. His wife caught him in hei
arms, and Burrows fell asleep, con
tinuing in a deep slumber, despite
the cheers of the crowd, while he was
carried to a taxlcab and driven home
He had swnng his clubs for 97 hours
and 35 minutes. London Daily News

After the preliminary statement as
to the delights in store for the sub
Some Accompanist.
scribers to this entertainment, the bill
Charles Hough, a young man of
concluded with this notice:
youthful appearance, slight in build
"Proper behavior will be strictly compared with the woman, and gray
and reservedly enjoined upon all pres as to hair, was at the piano. He unent, and .nothing will be left undone derstands perfectly bow best to ac
which will tend to mar the pleasure company the prima donna. He knows
of the gathering."
that volume is required, what shading
is desirable, how much of it, and he
Soon Turn to Dust
follows every motion of the singer tc
What becomes of the millions of detect her next requirement In the
millions of pins that are turned out matter of piano support. He not onlj
annually by the factories? They "get knows these things, but he does them
lost." Yes, but if tiity merely "got That is why he Is such ail excellent
lost" our floors 'i d streets would be accompanist. He wore evening clothes
littered by them. They not only "get The piano was finished in black, one
lost," but they vanish by rueiting away of the low concert typo of instrument,
to dust.
with a little outward turn, on the tot.
Dr. Xavier, a Paris scientist, has of which the singer rested an arm oc
been keeping tabs on individual speci- cisionall'y. Exchange,
mens. He finds that an ordinary hairCruel Tale.
pin took only 154 days to blow away
In dust. A steel pen nib lasted just
A dreadful story is in circulation
under 15 months. A common pin took about Richard Harding Davis.
18 months, while a polished etcel
Mr. Davis, as everybody knows, is
needle took 2 years to disappear.
a wit. He was, therefore, terribly an
noyed the other day to hear that ii
Inter Pocula,
brother author bad spoken unfavorablj
The old man with the rosy nose had of bin witticisms. Coming upon hU
become cheerfully communicative.
brother author he said:
"My father", said he, "was an inn
"My boy, I hear that ia a house
keeper. He accustomed me to wine where other people were kind enough
while I was being taught my a b c's." to consider me witty, you declared
"Wasn't 'that early?" said the prim that I was not so. Ia
true?"
individual in the next seat.
"No, not a word of truth in it," ths
"Early, do you say? Why early? other answered cheerfully. "I was
Didn't I learn my letters off a wine never in a house in my life where
list?" New York Evening Post.
anybody considered you witty."
ti-.i-
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Club Swinger's Collapse.
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Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
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Tango parties are said to be all the
rage in Las Vegas. Several tango teas
are reported to have occurred yester
day evening.

&J i

'

WE HAVE THEM,

The board of control of the Las Ve
gas hospital will hold Its monthly meet
ing tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at the institution. AH members are
requested to bo present.

SIZE
30c FOR. A LARGE SIZE
15c FOR. MEDIUM

The Friendship club will meet to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
Mrs. Gus Speicher in Room 1 of the
Pioneer building. All members are
requested to be present.

Store

There will be a meeting of the fire
department this evening at the city
hall. Following the business session
a lunch will be served. All members
are requested to 'be present.
W. C. Page, employed by the Rosen
thai Furniture company, has rented
the Duncan residence on Fourth,
street and expects to reside there. He
expects his family here his weej.

dlaeeiets

Gabriel Montoya applied this
at the court house for $6 as boun
ty upon one coyote and two wild cats
killed by him recently In Precinct 18.
Mr. Montoya resides In Las Vegas.

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll

-

prices.

The Ladies' guild of St. Paul's
church will meet tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. H. S. Van
Ptten, instead of Mrs. John Robblns,
as was announced Saturday evening.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD
New Mexico Largest

CBf ANY.

All Hands" Are

afternoon. The interlocutor, end men
and those who will appear in the open-'.c- g
scene will rehearse tonight, while
the entire cast will reaearse Wednes
day night.

for another sack of Our
Pride flour once they have
tried it, If there were only-on-e
sack left to be had there
would be a mighty struggle
to obtain it. But there are
y
plenty, so order one
for yourself just to learn
what a perfect flour is.

The board of trustees of the Las
Vegas land grant, which
tc hold its regular monthly meeting
today, will not meet until Monday of
next week. The meeting was postponed on account of this being the first
day of the month.

to-da-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS
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Word has been received in Las Vegas
to the effect that Albert Hayward,

P,,,?,NE

better known as "Ted'' Hayward, has
received his first promotion with, the
Fred Harvey service. Mr. Hayward
is now cashier at the Denting house
iv
of the Harvey system.
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The E. Romero Hose. and Fire com
pany has arranged to have a most original and unique staga display for its
dance on the night of February 23 at
the Duncan opera house. The stage
setting will represent the Interior of
ten hose company's station on Bridge
street. The two horses will rbe seed
btanding in their stalls, ready to be
hitched to the wagon at the tap of the
gong. The station will be lighted with
colored lamps. The king and queen
of the dance will be crowned just in
front of the horses.
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THE REAL TANGO

MINSTREL MAiDS WILL PUT IT ON
AT THE BROWNE THEATER
THIS WEEK
J.- VV.
P.andolph is in Las Ve'-'a- s
twt'm, but this time he offers for the
mr.VKrment of the public a series of
vaudeville stunts instead of his usual
hypnotic show. Randolph says that,
his phow is the best ho lias ever put
on the road and 'r?:nires the people a
l;iB?y ami entertaining program. His
ci jif.iny wji! piny here Thursday, Fri-0- .
am! P;tf iii'duy at the Browne then,-tt-rThe show is entitle "The Mm-ft--
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Ford Talks

cate nature to handle, as action of any
kind is worldwide and not entirely
effective upon the United States.
Mr. Martinez expressed himself as
grateful to the peoi, of Las Vegas
for the invitation to a reception here
tonight and is sorry that he was forced, on account of business, to leave
this afternoon. The reception was to
have been given at the Commercial
ing.
' The talks were
given under the aus club rooms.
pices of the Star W. C T. U. of Misha
waka. Dr. Roberts was accompanied
by Mrs. Roberts, Miss Marie RoDerts, ATTEMPT TO WRECK
Dean and Mrs. Frank Carroon, Professor and Mirs. Rufus Mead and Profes- TRAIN DISCOVERER
ssor Francis E. Kelley. Professor and
Mrs. Mead sang a duet.
DENTAL

The

LEAVES
meeting of the

BOAKD

eemi-annu-

state board of dental examiners, which
was in session here during the latter
part of last week, closed Saturday
night end all those who attended from
other cities returned to their homes.
The examination was
success, as
far a can be learnetr, and the board
is pleased with the treatment offered
It during tte business Sessions. The
members of the boam wish to extend
their thanks to the Commercial club
for the use of the rooms and also to
the Normal University and the High
school for assistance rendered in sup
plying patients on whom the applying
dentists could perform actual work
No announcement haa been made of
those who passed the examinations
for certificates to practice in New

KINKtL'S FUNERAL
ATTENDED

The funeral of Mrs. George H. Kin- kel was held yesterday afternoon at 3
o'clock from St. Paul's Memorial Epis
copal church. The services were beautiful and largely attended. Ttje chorus
choir of the church, of which Mrs. Kin- kel was a prominent member for sev
eral years, sang several ibeautiful
hymns. Rev. J. S. Moore, rector of
the church, conducted the services,
which were full of consilation for the
bereaved husband and friends of Mrs.
Kinkel.
ine sanctuary of tne church was
beautifully decorated with flowers,
while many floral tributes of esteem
were placed upon the casket by
friends. Interment was in the Mason
ic cemetery. The pallbearers, all close
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Kinkel, were
Robert L. M. Ross, William J. Lucas,
D. T. Hoskins, Joseph DeGraftenreid,
William G. Ogle and Dr. H. M. Smith.

WAS MOST SUCCESSFUL
BELIEVES

HE

i
Felix Martinez, United States commissioner general to South America In
connection with the Panama-Pacifi- c
international; exposition,
't.jtizQiy of the southwest, arrives,
Ims Vegas yesterday evening on- his
way home to El Paso from an extended trip over South America. Mr. Martinez left this afternoon for his home
after transacting business in this city,
which Mr. Martinez calls home, because of former residence.
Mr. Martinez this afternoon stated
that he enjoyed an extensive and suc
cessful visit in South; America and apparently is plowed with the result of
his mission, ie returned to the United States by the way of Panama and
is pleased ,witli the stupendous work
that has been accomplished there.
In regard to the present situation in
Mexico, Mr. Martinez stated that it is
a serious problem and not to be
settled without time and difficulty.
"The people who do not understand
the facts of this situation cannot
judge the actions of President Wilson," said Mr, Martinez. "Neither can
they judge the actions taken by President Taft during his administration,
for he was
necessarily forced to act
as he did, as is President Wilson to-

Because over half the cais made are Fords.

Why?

DR. ROBERTS LECTURES
Yesterday at Jiishawaka, Dr. Frank
H. H. Roberts delivered two lectures
before good sized audiences. Dr. Roberts first addressed an audience composed of the adults of Mishawaka and
later the young men and boyB, on the
subject of "Sex Pedagogy." Both lectures were well reecived and interest

SAW HIS SHADOW
One interesting feature of the show
This was Croundhog's day, .and as
is anwexhihition of th tango
given by a result of the skies being sunshiny
artists. Randolph describes this as and clear, Las Vegas is in for six
"clean as the fallen snow," and "as weeks of cold weather,
according to
delicate ns the stately minuet." This the old superstition-It is said this
feature will bo a representation of the old prophecy does not hold good in
real dance, according to Randolph, New Mexico, as there are no groundOther features of his show are Ver-nhogs here except in the shape of pork
and her Minstrel Maids, songs by
sausage.
five artists and two funny comeThe sun was shining brightly at
dians. The show promises to be a
noon, and as some people are of the
good ono and doubtless be will
opinion that the ground hog comes
out at that hour there is no doubt but
that more cold weather may b exMarriage licenses were Issued Sat- pected as the i. II. always goes into
urday afternoon at the court house to hi3 liole if he sees his shadow. Las
Joiie iCneinias, aged 2.1, anil Agneda
however, shrug their shouldMadrid, nsod IS, both of Las Vegas, ers with the "Wo should worry" sign, day."
.T.d Aureiia D. Crespin,
aged 15, of for thty know and realize that groundMr. Martinez stated that the inside
Los Ojos, and Toribio Lobato, aged hog or no groundhog the weather here
facts and technicalities of the situa21 of Puertecllo.
id usually pleasant.
tion are numerous and of a most dd.i- .

Powers.

When you think Automobile, think Ford.

The board of county commissioners
are in session at the court house,
IARTINEZ HERE ON
looking after the business of the reg
ular February meeting. The morning
sessdo.n was spent in routine business.
HiS WAY HOMEWAKD
At the afternoon session more Important matters were scheduled to come
up for transaction.
HIS MISSION TO .SOUTH AMERICA

sorc1;jAPv:s,3,5.hs.

THE GRAAF

A CRACKSMAN"
"THE OLD PARLOR"
Imp.
"THE GIRL RANCHERS"
Nestor.

COMFORTING
SERVICES HELD AT ST.
PAUL'S CHURCH,

The cast of the Elks' minstrel show
held a successful rehearsal yesterday

,

Eager

pern

i

There will be a meeting of the
board of directors of the Commercial IS LARGELY
club this evening for the purpose of
perfecting plans for the advertising of
ANO
the New Mexico Normal University IMPRESSIVE

Wholesalers

V

BRIDGE STREET

"THE HEART OF

Due to the rapid riBe in the cost of
foodstuffs, Manager D. LJ'Cole of the
Castaneda hotel this morning announc- Mexico.
ed that hereafter suppers served at the
hotel will be charged for at the rate
of $1.
1S1HS.

summer school.

.

MUTUAL MOVIES

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rya, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
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Did you ever think of that?
Do you

think that Ford could sell his machines if they
did not stand up?

Do you think Ford could sell his machines

handing his customers lemons?

if he was

NO!

He has built up his business mainly through the
help of enthusiastic and satisfied customers.

REMEMBER

THE PRICE,

$615.00. F. O, B. Las Vegas.

Call up Vegas 424, and let us send a man around with
a machine and show you.
ReiBember also that we are sole agents for Firestone
Tires. More miles per dollar than any tire made.

LAS VEGAS FOHD SALES CO.

SWITCH IS THROWN ON LAMY
BRANCH AND OBSTRUCTION
PLACED ON THE TRACK

What might have resulted in one
accidents that
ever occurred on the Santa Fe branch
line between Lamy and Santa Fe was
averted Saturday night when it was
discovered that a switch had been
swung near Hondo station and also
that ties, rails and other material had
been placed on the tracks, apparently
in art effort to wreck the train. Luck
ily the engineer who was in charge
of the branch train discovered the
misplaced switch and stopped his engine, thus averting trouble.
Santa Fe special officers are working on the case and hope to bring the
person or persons who committed the
depredation to justice. Had the train
run Into the thrown switch it, undoubtedly would have been wrecked.
of the most serious

NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
Notice is' hereby given that the tax
roll for A. D. 1913 has been received
in the treasurer's office.
The first
half of the 1913 taxes is now due and
will become delinquent on February
1G, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
EUGENIO ROMERO,
per month.

Jefferson R"ynoIds, President
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davisj Vice President
HaUnt RaynoMs, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
i OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department

are prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

interest Psaf en

Tims Deposits

Treasurer and Collector.

FRANCIS

SAYS

THAT

BUSINESS IS

0000

PASSAGE OF CURRENCY BILL HAS
HAD BENEFICIAL
EFFECT,
HE DECLARES

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Skf- n

A man of considerable importance,
having made the St. Louis World's
fair the huge success that it was,
and having also occupied many im
ALL WORK CONE AT COR SHOP
portant positions in the United States,
passed through Las Vegas this afternoon in the person of David R. Fran
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEEFECTNESS
cis. Mr. Francis was accompanied by
hia wife and son and is now on his
way to California for a short stay on
both pleasure and business.
Mr. Francis is a man of an extend
ed career. For four years he was
mayor of St Louis. Under the Cleve
land administration he was secretary
of the interior of the United States,
and also president of the St Louis
World's fair from its inception to its
successful consummation. He is con
nected with big business interests all
MOST
over the United States, and passed
YOUR MONEY
through Las Vegas this afternoon in
the official capacity of chairmau of
the board of directora of the Missouri
& North Arkansas Railway company.
He traveled in a private car.
L SA
ArN D
Mr. Francis stated this afternoon
4 of Mm In
tjiat he was of the opinion that bus!
ness conditions of the country are
He stated that the recent
promising.
passage of the currency measure was
proving a success and had relieved a
representing an independent oil com
serious depression that could not have BUSINESS INTERESTS
pany, before the judiciary committee,
been continued Tor any length of
opposed the prohibition of holding
time without 'disaster. In regard to
FAILED TO RESPOND companies unless some other means
the continual hard times cry Mr.
could be provided to aeeomplisn the
Francis stated that the people are
legitimate work of such companies.
overanxious and should have patience PRESIDENT ASKED THEIR VIEWS Proctor pointed out that the restric"
with the adminisration. He classes
tions imposed on foreign corporations
ON
the general business situation aa exby various states made it impossible
i
cellent.
for single corporations to .undertake
Wil- all the branches of the business.
Washington, Feb.
FATAL AUTO ACCIDENT
Before the commerce committee
son expressed surprise 'today at the
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 2. Leslie Ed- lack of responses from business men publicity of all the facts gathered by
wards, 21 years old, ras frozen to to the invitation for suggestions on an interstate trade commission, was
death, and Bufort Terhune, aged 22, pending trust legislation and that so pressed d a cureall of corporation
wa3 nearly suffocated and probably few have accepted the invitation to evils by Waddill Catchlngs of New
will die from exposure as a result of appear at congressional
York, president of the Central Founhearings.
being caught under an automobile
The president does not- know wne-the- r dry company.
whith turned turtle and landed In a
the business men of the country
creek near hero last night. Both Ed- approve the tentative measures as
FRENCH OFFICERS KILLfcD
ward and Terhune are members of drawn, or whether they have not yet
Bourses, France, Feb. 2. Captain
prominent families of Harronsburg.
Gaston Ninuet of the First
taken notice of the hearinTS.
artillery,
and Lieutenant Jean Louis Delvert of
Hearings are Rt',i.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
it the the Twenty-firs- t
Hearings ou laws to
artilery, both attachtrust ed temporarily to the French avia-- .
suggestions of Preside;
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and
.."fore tion corps, were killed today. ' Thev
message were result
ness. Cheap if taken at once,
the bouse committee. It. L. Battse ten with their biplane while flvins
dress S., care of Optic.
in d F. C. Proctor of eBaumotit, Texas, over the military aerodrome there.

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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